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Foreword
The Eclipse Project by Tom Tucker provides a readable narrative and a number of documents that record an
important flight research effort at NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center. Carried out by Kelly Space &
Technology, Inc. in partnership with the Air Force and Dryden at Edwards Air Force Base in the Mojave
Desert of California, this project tested and gathered data about a potential newer and less expensive way to
launch satellites into space. Whether the new technology comes into actual use will depend on funding,
market forces, and other factors at least partly beyond the control of the participants in the project. This is a
familiar situation in the history of flight research.
Frequently, the results of discoveries through flight research are not implemented immediately after
projects are completed. A perfect example of this phenomenon is the lifting-body research done in the
1960s and 1970s that finally lead to new aerodynamic shapes in the world of aviation and space only in the
1990s. Even then, the lifting-body shapes (for the X-33 technology demonstrator and the X-38 prototype
crew return vehicle) were only experimental. Other technologies emerging from flight research, such as
movable horizontal stabilizers, supercritical wings, winglets, and digital fly-by-wire moved more rapidly
into actual use in operational flight vehicles, but it was never crystal clear at the start of a flight research
project whether the results would simply inform future practice or would be adopted more or less completely by air- and spacecraft designers.
Regardless of the eventual outcome in the case of the Eclipse Project, it was a unique and interesting
experiment that deserves to be recorded. Tom Tucker has told the story in an interesting way that should
make the monograph a joy to read. I thank him for his hard work, writing skill, and his flexibility as the
monograph went through the coordination process. He was busy with teaching and writing another book;
yet he unfailingly responded to my requests for technical changes in the monograph as various participants
refined the details of the events surrounding the tow testing of the QF-106 behind its C-141A tow vehicle.
As editor of the monograph, I also want to express my appreciation to Jay Levine for his expert work as
layout artist and to Carol Reukauf, Mark Stucky, Al Bowers, Bob Keltner, Fred Johnsen, and Bill Lokos for
their comments on the drafts of the study. Their assistance has made the account much fuller and more
accurate than it could have been without their taking time in very busy schedules to apply their personal
knowledge and expertise to the text at hand. I recommend the result to anyone interested in the history of
aviation and space technology. It will be especially valuable to anyone undertaking tow testing in the
future.
J. D. Hunley, Historian
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center
5 December 2000
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Star
When I was writing this history of a space technology issue, I was also busy at work on a book about
Benjamin Franklin’s lightning science and deeply immersed in 18th century culture. In pursing the 18th
century project, I found myself seeking out dust-covered documents from archives. What a relief it was to
research the Eclipse story whose participants were all among the living and so willing to provide information. Eclipse was a joint effort uniting the efforts of three agencies, and to them all I owe a debt of gratitude,
to Kelly Space & Technology, the U.S. Air Force, and NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.
Another Enlightenment perspective guided my approach to the Eclipse project. In the 18th century, scientists and technologists focused on certain key issues, such as a practical means of finding longitude at sea
and locating the Northwest passage. The solutions to these problems would have dynastic import for nations,
and individuals or groups finding practical solutions would earn a fortune worth a king’s ransom.
In our day, there has been a similar key issue, one just as important to the course of human history, just as
potentially rewarding for those who find the solution. In the aerspace industry, it has become a sort of
invisible barrier. For more than twenty years, the cost for space launch has remained about $10,000 per
pound. No innovation has appeared to solve this problem. Among the scores of creative, exciting ideas
conceived by small start-up companies trying to meet the challenge was the Eclipse project. Behind the tiny
Eclipse project resonated a large issue.
I owe a great debt to the many individuals, programs, and organizations which enabled me to write this
history. First, I am grateful to the NASA-ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Program which brought me to
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center out in the Mojave Desert and supplied me with every kind of support
needed for research and writing. At Dryden Center, Don Black and Kristie Carlson provided much courtesy
and good advice. At the Stanford University Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Melinda Francis
Gratteau, Program Administrator, and Michael Tauber, Co-director of the Program, aided me invaluably with
their help, consideration, and provision of opportunities. The programs which brought me in contact with
scientists and engineers who were NASA ASEE fellows at the NASA Ames Research Center helped me in
thinking about and clarifying this invention-history project.
Many people inside and outside the three participating agencies gave generously of their time and expertise
in interviews and correspondence. These included: Bill Albrecht, Mike Allen, Don Anctil, Bob Baron, Al
Bowers, Tony Branco, Dana Brink, Robert Brown, Randy Button, Bill Clark, Mark Collard, Bill Dana,
Dwain Deets, Casey Donohue, Bill Drachslin, Ken Drucker, Roy Dymott, Stuart Farmer, Gordon Fullerton,
Mike Gallo, Joe Gera, Tony Ginn, Ken Hampsten, Stephen Ishmael, Mike Kelly, Bob Keltner, Kelly
Latimer, Bill Lokos, Mark Lord, Trindel Maine (again), Jim Murray, Todd Peters, Bob Plested, Debra
Randall, Dale Reed, Carol Reukauf, Wes Robinson, Kelly Snapp, Phil Starbuck, Mark Stucky, Gary
Trippensee, Daryl Townsend, Mark Watson, Roy Williams, and Joe Wilson.
Readers of drafts along the way offered many valuable comments. I especially thank: Al Bowers, Fred
Johnsen, Mike Kelly, Carol Reukauf, and Mark Stucky. I am grateful to Dennis Ragsdale and Erin Gerena of
the NASA Dryden Library for tracking down my numerous research requests. Steve Lighthill, Jay Levine,
and the NASA Dryden Graphics Office as well as the NASA Dryden Photo Lab went above and beyond the
call of duty in giving this project the benefit of their talents. Steve Lighthill also deserves recognition for his
expert work arranging for the printing of the monograph through the Government Printing Office.
Last and most, I owe a debt to Dill Hunley, editor, historian, advisor, facilitator, friend, and when a phrase
needed a different turn in the face of an impossible deadline, co-author. He made this book much better than
it started.
Tom Tucker
Rutherfordton, NC
12 December 2000
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The
Eclipse
Project
Tom Tucker

Start Up
If you wander the halls and look in office
spaces at NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center in the Mojave Desert
northeast of Los Angeles, you’ll see that
nearly every researcher has walls decorated with mementos from projects
completed. Trophies, keepsakes, awards–
these often take shape as photographs.
Hundreds of projects have resolved on
these walls into 8-by-10-inch glossies.
When you look in some offices, however,
you see what looks like a yachting
trophy. It’s a snippet of heavy-duty rope.
It is installed on a generic memento
plaque, but it was also recently the
centerpiece in a futuristic project
brought to Dryden by a small venture
company named Kelly Space & Technology, Inc. This company hoped to
demonstrate a new approach to satellite
launching by first towing a space
launch vehicle to altitude behind a
transport airplane.
Aerospace engineer Jim Murray keeps a
unique memento of his participation in
the aerotow project–a large, messy
jumble of monster rope that dangles from
the ceiling. It’s the only trophy in his
office space. When Murray leaned
forward one day under the fluorescent
glare, rubbing his hand back through an
unruly mop of hair so that he reminded
me of the inventor in the movie Back to
the Future, he preferred to talk of his
current assignment, designing an airplane
to fly the atmosphere on Mars. But I
couldn’t help noticing the rope over his
shoulder.
It is an eerie, snarled trophy–utterly
unlike the polite snippets of rope that
decorate other offices. In a glance, you
can see the lengthy strand in an entanglement no human fingers have devised.
You assume correctly that it represents
the aftermath of some violence thousands
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of feet overhead in the desert sky–a rope
that has outslithered any mathematical
prediction, a mesh of energies, a witness
to unknown forces.1
If you stare too long, you imagine the
scent of jet fumes, the deafening roar of
engines, the rope itself powering off the
wall toward you. It represents a curious
project, one that generated controversy at
the research center and at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. This was so
because its central technology, for all the
leading-edge electronics and aeronautics
developed around it, was the rope. NASA
involvement began in 1996 when a small
start-up company first approached NASA
Dryden from just over the next mountain
range in San Bernardino.
Mike Kelly, founder of Kelly Space &
Technology (KST), is a pleasant-looking
man in his mid-forties with graying hair,
and when he speaks, he often brings both
hands up as if trying to frame an idea in
midair. He has an engineer’s hesitation
when he starts talking, which soon
disappears as his enthusiasm takes over.
He remembers when he had the tow
launch idea. It came to him late in the
winter of 1993. He was working out of his
home office, then in Redlands, California,
just after he and TRW had parted ways. For
some time, he had been thinking about a
problem in the communications industry:
the stiff costs of placing satellites into orbit.
Despite the rapid growth of Internet and
telecommunications technology, despite
many breakthroughs in efficiencies that had
lowered costs, there had been no breakthroughs in the satellite delivery system.
The high cost of launch had not changed
for several decades. It is difficult mathematics to estimate exact costs for this
service with its federal subsidies, but a
launch price tag might come in near
$10,000 a pound.
“I was sitting at my desk,” recalls Kelly.
“I had been thinking for a long time

James Murray, interview by author, 14 June 1999, and the author’s observations during it.
1

about strategies for taking off from the
ground with a reusable rocket.” During
one period at TRW, he had investigated
reusable launch vehicles, RLVs the
industry calls them. He thought about the
Shuttle approach, how the piggyback
worked, and he thought of Pegasus, how
the under-wing stowing worked. And
then he thought of pulling gliders on a
rope.2
The moment was the genesis of his
project. Curiously, he recalls no excitement at the moment, merely a sense of
one hazy concept among many possibilities to file away for later evaluation. “But
I went for a walk,” he says, “and the
towing idea came back, and I began
saying to myself, ‘you know this makes a
lot of sense,’ and the ideas began to come
fast and furious. By the time I got back to
my desk, it had me.”
If you keep adding weight to a space
launch vehicle, reasoned Kelly, to get
more thrust you add more propellant–
which adds more weight and adds greater
operating costs. But Kelly’s concept–and
it was a leap for an engineer/manager
who had devoted his career to ballistic
missiles–was to adapt to space launch
technology what was essentially the
technology of a glider towed on a rope.
It takes formidable engine thrust to get a
launch vehicle to 20,000 feet. Kelly
reasoned, why not let a transport airplane
do all that first-stage work? Kelly next
pursued a bit of research in the San
Bernardino Public Library and discovered historical precedent. He found that
in the 1920s a British woman, the romance novelist Barbara Cartland, had
addressed the same problem because she
wanted fresh vegetables from the Continent on her plate. At the time, airplane
people explained to Cartland they did not

have a technology for carrying vegetable
cargoes. Although their airplanes could
carry the weight, the problem was low
density. The airplanes could not carry the
volumes of something like French
lettuce, for instance, that would make the
cargo profitable. She had replied, why
not pull a big airplane with plenty of
volume behind a small airplane with an
engine? A glider on a rope offers a simple
way to transport more volume (and more
weight).
“You can pull more than you can carry,”
says Kelly. The point can be intuitively
grasped without understanding airplane
lift and thrust. Consider, for example,
moving heavy boxes. Consider carrying
the load in your arms and walking.
Consider instead putting the boxes on a
sled and pulling the sled by rope on
snow. The difference is rocket launch
versus tow launch.
As Kelly’s idea grew, its efficiencies
seemed to multiply. For example, where a
space launch pad might cost as much as
$75 million to construct and is expensive
to maintain, Kelly’s idea depended on a
conventional airport runway. Where oneshot rockets are costly disposables, Kelly
envisioned his transport and his secondstage vehicle returning home to the
airport. Where weather conditions
imposed costly delays on launch pad
takeoffs, Kelly’s approach offered
flexibility in departure site and scheduling.
The ideas flooded around him on that
brisk late-winter afternoon. In terms of
space launch, he had moved from the
ballistic missile paradigm to the commercial airline paradigm. By the time he
approached the sidewalk to his Redlands
home, Kelly had covered quite a bit of
ground.3

Mike Kelly, interview by author, 16 July 1999. The Shuttle launches piggyback, so to speak, on its external tank with
two solid-rocket boosters attached. Pegasus launches from under the wing of an L-1011 (initially a B-52) launch aircraft.
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Kelly interview.
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***
A few years later, Mike Kelly turned up
at NASA Dryden with his experiment. In
the interim, he had formed his company,
Kelly Space & Technology, found
partners and investors, and hired a small
team of engineers, many of them retirees
from aerospace enterprises in the San
Bernardino valley. He had filed a patent
application for his winter afternoon
brainstorm. “Space Launch Vehicles
Configured as Gliders and Towed to
Launch Altitude by Conventional
Aircraft” he called it, and the patent was
later granted on 6 May 1997.4
After six months in business, KST had
encountered a kindred spirit on the
issue of low-cost access to space. He
was Ken Hampsten of the Air Force
Phillips Laboratory,5 who had published a new topic for SBIR, Small
Business Innovation Research, a broad
federal program that encourages
groundbreaking and creativity in small
companies. That year Hampsten asked
for proposals to be submitted in the
area of space launch technology. In
April 1995, he chose KST from more
than thirty applicants and gave it funds
for a Phase I SBIR grant, a feasibility
study on paper. With that success
behind them, the Kelly people next
applied for and received a Phase II
SBIR grant for a study that would be a
demonstration of concept in real flight.
Kelly wanted to do a subscale demonstration of bigger things that lay ahead.
He wanted to take off and tow a highperformance delta-wing aircraft behind
a transport aircraft. His hope was an
alliance. The Air Force Flight Test
Center (AFFTC) at Edwards Air Force
Base (AFB) would supply and fly the
transport (a C-141A). The towed
airplane would be lent or bailed from

another Air Force unit, and NASA
Dryden would contribute its flight
research expertise.
From the start, Eclipse flight issues
divided experts at Dryden. Would the
rope introduce some new and possibly
dangerous dynamic to the airplanes? The
KST visionaries and many of the Dryden
people, who were recreational glider
pilots and had experience being towed on
a rope all the time, saw no problem. One
of the early project managers, Bob Baron,
addressed this issue in the cover designs
on Eclipse reports. He had an artist
introduce images of the transport in front
of the interceptor and then draw a white
line from the tail of the C-141A to the
nose of the F-106 to represent the rope.
Ultimately, the rope path proved fascinatingly different. But at the time, there was
no available evidence to the contrary.
Baron reduced the problem for his reportreaders. He reduced it to a reassuring
straight line.
There arose a growing suspicion,
however, among many engineers and
pilots at the center, within and outside
of the project, that the hazards were not
as minimal as those attending recreational gliding, not so negligible as to
be reduced to a straight line–that
somehow dangling a 30,000-pound
Cold War interceptor on a barge rope
might be dangerous.
Curiously, there was little literature on
the subject. There existed no validated
modelings of towed flight reality. Research through the library at Dryden
initially turned up the pioneer Anthony
Fokker patenting tow technology in 1919,
misty accounts of extensive German
aerotow experimenting before and during
World War II, and some brief accounts of
the United States working on the WACO

Mike Kelly, United States Patent 5,626,310, “Space Launch Vehicles Configured as Gliders and Towed to Launch
Altitude by Conventional Aircraft,” 6 May 1997 (See document 2 of this monograph).
4
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Redesignated the Propulsion Directorate of the Air Force Research Laboratory in October 1997.
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glider.6 Mostly, the research turned up
anecdote.
The anecdotes did not bode well.
One account came from the legendary
Royal Navy Test Pilot, Captain Eric
Brown. Rogers Smith, who was then
Chief Pilot at Dryden, had a personal
connection to Brown and asked for his
input. Brown had flown the German-built
Me 163A and Me 163B when they were
towed in flight tests by Spitfires. He
wrote, “If the tug’s slipstream was
inadvertently entered, a very rough ride
ensued and control was virtually lost
until the towed aircraft was tossed out of
the maelstrom.”7
During the same period, a B-29 towed
the Me 163 at Muroc Army Air Field
(now known as Edwards AFB). Brigadier
General Gustave Lundquist–writing later
about the experience–stated, “This
sounds simple enough, although it was
anything but. In fact, it was the scariest
experience I have ever encountered in all
my flying.”8
The desert base had more history to offer.
Several older Dryden pilots had flown
wake turbulence tests in the 1970s and
witnessed Cessnas and Learjets tossed

upside down as if they were toothpicks
by the wake of Boeing 747s. There was
the case of test pilot Jerauld Gentry who
flew on tow in the lifting-body program
and twice rolled over on tow release.9
Perhaps the earliest local anecdote
concerned a tow crash in September
1944. The test pilot had walked away
unscathed, and the incident–reported in a
sort of deadpan, gosh-gee-whiz, 1950s
style by eyewitnesses in their sworn
statements–assumed the proportion of
comic legend on the base.10 But the
story of a nylon rope rubberbanding back
at the towed airplane seriously concerned
the Eclipse investigators.
They felt even more troubled by the
accounts from Europe. There was the
incident involving the Germans who
suffered 129 deaths in a 1941 towing
accident. The ropes to their vast glider,
the Gigant, snarled in a crash that made
aviation history.11

The Elements
Kelly planned to use a modified Boeing
747 for his ultimate tow plane. No
expensive design, no lengthy development, no vast web of flight qualification
testing awaited KST. The towed airplane
was named the Eclipse Astroliner, and it

James E. Murray, Albion H. Bowers, William A. Lokos, Todd L. Peters, and Joseph Gera, An Overview of an
Experimental Demonstration Aerotow Program (Edwards, CA: NASA TM-1998-206566, 1998).
6

7

Eric Brown, personal letter, 17 June 1997.

Gustave E. Lundquist, “From the PT-3 to the X-1: A Test-Pilot’s Story,” ed. Ken Chilstrom and Penn Perry, Test Flying
at Old Wright Field (Omaha, NE, 1993).
8

R. Dale Reed with Darlene Lister, Wingless Flight: The Lifting Body Story (Washington, DC: NASA SP-4220, 1997),
pp. 60-62. The phrase “on tow” simply means that the aircraft was being towed by another vehicle.
9

10

U.S. War Department Report of Aircraft Accident, no number, (Moffet Field, CA, 5 September 1944).

The Gigant’s technical designation was the Me 321. It was a large glider aircraft that could be towed by a single large
aircraft or up to three twin-engine aircraft. The Discovery Channel has shown a video of the glider accident on its Wings
of the Luftwaffe series produced by Henninger Video, Inc. See also Jane’s 100 Significant Aircraft, 1909-1969, ed. John
W. R. Taylor (London: McGraw-Hill, 1969), p. 108, and especially William Green, The Warplanes of the Third Reich
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1970), pp. 645-648. Thanks to Al Bowers and Fred Johnsen for
guidance to the sources listed here.
11
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Figure 1.
Aerotow space
launch concept
schematic.
(Design 980440
by the Dryden
Graphics Office)

was a conceptual re-combination, with its
essential element the wing root and
fuselage of another airplane, the
Lockheed L-1011, and its motors, flightcontrol systems, instrumentation, and
thermal protection all borrowed from
other current and flight-qualified aircraft.
To test this concept, Kelly needed
airplanes, vehicles whose identities were
at that point unknown. Because the
Astroliner was a delta-winged vehicle,
Kelly sought out a delta-winged interceptor so that it would provide a proof of his
concept using an aerodynamically similar
towed vehicle. He also was looking for a
transport aircraft that would be a scaleddown version of the airplane that would
tow the Astroliner in his concept.12
Kelly needed a transport airplane, an
interceptor airplane, pilots, crews, flighttest engineers, and a rope.

***
From the beginning, the rope was there:
Patent 5,626,310, column 7, paragraph 2
of Kelly’s claim text, “The launch vehicle
would be coupled to the tow aircraft by a
flexible cable. . . .” The rope was destined
to become part of space technology, but its
pedigree dated back over the centuries.
The apprehension about the concept was
there in the beginning, too. Column 7,
paragraph 2 of the patent continued: “. . .
the cable . . . would be attached to the
aircraft . . . at or near the tow aircraft’s
center of gravity. This is done to minimize
the overturning moments which would be
applied to the aircraft by the tow line.”13
And as he and his partners discovered,
aeronautical data on overturning moments
generated by tow-rope configurations
turned out to be nil.
The primary objective of the Phase 1
SBIR study had been to define a basic

12

Comments of Mark P. Stucky, project pilot, on the original draft of this study, 16 September 1999.

13

Kelly, patent.
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system for a tow demonstration including the tow and towed aircraft, tow rope,
test criteria, and operational procedures.
One of the more critical tasks was the
selection of a towline. Planners investigated four materials: high-strength steel
and three synthetic-fiber ropes–Kevlar,
Spectra, and Vectran. Tracor Aerospace, a Phase 1 sub-contractor, recommended Vectran as a result of the
company’s experience in towing targets.
Rope is old technology, dating back to
ancient Egypt. Rope of earlier centuries
was hemp, and the earliest ropes were
hand-woven with strands no longer than
the six-foot lengths supplied by bushes
along the Nile. When KST Manufacturing Manager Roy Hofschneider went
looking for a Vectran vendor, he
discovered a small New York-state
supplier, Cortland Cable, which had
primarily produced high-test fishing line
but then branched out into the manufacturing of rope for barge towing. Ultimately, Cortland Cable would supply the
project with 1,000-foot lengths of a
synthetic rope, every strand woven in
and never broken or spliced but continuous from end to end, as specified by the
Eclipse team.
Vectran® was, indeed, an amazing
material. It was a liquid-crystal polymer
fiber with many virtues. It had the
qualities required for the difficult task at
hand, including strength, the ability to
damp vibration, minimal inclination to
absorb moisture, high dielectric and
chemical resistance, a high melting
point, strong disinclination to degrade in
extreme temperatures, and great ability
to withstand the effects of abrasion. The
other synthetics shared many of these
attractions, but Vectran® offered the best
match with operational requirements.
14

From the standpoint of cost, steel was a
tempting choice, but a steel cable of
equivalent strength would weigh five
times as much as Vectran®. The large
strength-to-weight ratio and resistance to
temperature degradation decided the
Eclipse team on Vectran®.14
As a shock absorber of dangerous
oscillations, nylon had appeal. Not only
was nylon of interest because it could
damp energy exchange between aircraft,
but the Air Force already had extensive
experience with nylon rope (when a
C-141A at Edwards set the world record,
70,195 pounds for heavy cargo drop, it
extracted and dropped the load on nylon
chute lines).15 But nylon was good and
bad–it damped energy, which was good,
and stored energy, which was bad. And
unfortunately, nylon weakened as it was
stretched. In effect, it destroyed itself, the
fibers actually cutting one another.
The Vectran rope, on the other hand,
got stronger when stretched–at least the
first time. In fact, an initial stretching of
the rope became part of every Dryden
flight preparation. Vectran had interesting abrasion qualities, too. When the
polymer rope began to wear, it fuzzed up
on the outside and thus protected the
inner rope from wearing. Yet despite the
rope’s great strength, Vectran also had a
weakness–it was vulnerable to sunlight.
After the ropes were prepared for flight,
the crew had to find a closed storage area
where it could safely store the puzzling
rope, which was used only for one flight
per 1,000-foot length.
***
From the start, Kelly’s concept required a
big tow airplane. It had to be a real brute.
In his patent under “Summary of the

Above three paragraphs based upon comments provided by KST on coordination, 15 November 2000.

Mark Watson, interview by author, 29 June 1999. Robert Brown of Lockheed Martin confirmed that a C-141A had
dropped a sequence of loads weighing a total of 70,195 pounds at El Centro Naval Air Station in July 1965 by calling
the Air Mobility Command History Office, whose archives contained that information.
15
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Side view of the
C-141A tow
aircraft. (NASA
photo EC98
44391-25 by
Carla Thomas)

Invention,” Kelly explains, “The tow
aircraft contributes only thrust, not lift, to
the launch vehicle.”16 The tow plane
had to have power and deliver it during
the critical milliseconds of takeoff.
The CV-990 first gleamed with promise as
a tow aircraft. The Kelly engineers were
intrigued. Although they knew the transport
had some performance shortcomings, there
was a CV-990 at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center already instrumented for
research but at the time devoted to testing
Shuttle tires. KST negotiated to use this
aircraft but could not gain access. Where
could it find a testbed?
A C-141A Starlifter rested on the ramp at
Edwards Air Force Base. This airplane
and its ilk had been workhorses for the
Air Force for a generation. They were not
fancy transports. The C-141A crew knew
this particular vehicle very well. It
possessed a special history and had even
set a world’s record for heavy cargo
chute drop. The airplane bore serial
16

Kelly, Patent 5,626,310, column 4, paragraph 4.

17

Stuart Farmer, interview by author, 25 July 1999.

18

Ken Drucker, interview by author, July 1999.
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number 61-2775 and was the first to roll
off the assembly line. It was a preproduction model devoted to testing.
Although the airplane had logged a mere
10,000 hours, its days were numbered. A
calendar date would soon arrive requiring perhaps more than a million dollars
in maintenance expenditures, which
would not be forthcoming. The transport
with the illustrious history was itself
about to become history.
Capt. Stuart Farmer, the Air Force
C-141A test pilot on the Eclipse project,
compared the transport he flew to the
B-52 in the sluggishness of its response.
No finesse was there–or ever intended.
“As far as roll and pitch control [were
concerned],” he grinned, “it’s kinda
deadbeat.”17 But the airplane had
power. In the equation of operations
which Kelly had sketched, in the part of
the equation that represented thrust, this
was, as Air Force Loadmaster Ken
Drucker later explained, “one overkill
airplane.”18

Kelly negotiated with the Air Force for
months. At one point, he received an
offer of “limited support.” Of course,
when someone comes along asking for a
four-engine jet transport, flight crew,
maintenance crew, airplane modifications, and instrumentation, to offer
“limited support” is one way of saying
no. The next months resulted in intense
negotiation and leveraging.
Curiously, the skepticism about Eclipse
may have kept the project afloat. Because the project was viewed in various
Air Force units as so underfunded, so
unlikely, no one took the responsibility
for killing it off. Eclipse continued to
survive.
At some point in the summer of 1995,
Eclipse established a relationship with
Dryden. There were meetings with Gary
Trippensee, who would be assigned as
the first NASA project manager, and
Stephen Ishmael, who was advising the
project from a pilot’s point of view.
Nowhere did Dryden pledge flight safety
responsibility. Nor did Dryden offer a
pilot to fly. Eventually, this situation
would change. However, at the time,
Ishmael received an assignment to a
management position with the X-33
project involving a prototype for a
possible future launch vehicle,19 and
Eclipse was given a different pilot.
***
Pilot: in column 4, paragraph 2 of the
Patent under “Summary of the Invention”, Kelly described the towed plane as
having “a control system which permits
it [to] fly either autonomously or under
remote control.”20 In the final version of

the invention, the pilot would be optional. But for test flight, Kelly needed a
real research pilot very badly.
“I was the new kid on the block,” says
Mark Stucky, a young former Marine test
pilot who came to the Dryden research
pilot’s office early the next spring. He
had the trim build all the pilots do, green
eyes, and an expression somewhere
between politeness and amusement. He
arrived with a nickname, Forger, that had
nothing to do with aeronautics, which in
fact dated back to some obscure event in
his college days, but instantly, it seemed,
the whole base knew him as Forger.
Coincidentally, more than a year before,
Forger had a glimpse of the Eclipse
proposal. It was at NASA’s Johnson
Space Center (JSC) in Houston, Texas.
His boss had called the former Marine
into the offices to look at some papers
from Kelly. His supervisor knew he had
years of experience flying gliders and
sailplanes on tow and wanted his thinking on the feasibility of aerotow involving jets. At the time, the possibility that
Forger might ever work for NASA
Dryden, let alone pilot Eclipse, seemed
as remote as flying around the rings of
Saturn. He thumbed the neatly drawn
pages. What did he think, inquired his
boss as they stared at a drawing of the
pilot in the airplane pulled by a rope.
“I would love to be that guy,” Forger
thought.
If you ask him now, Forger tells you he
was assigned by Dryden as project pilot
on Eclipse “because no one thought it
would happen.”21 In February 1996, his
assignment to Dryden offered him a

In a conversation with NASA Dryden Chief Historian J. D. Hunley, Ishmael indicated that during this period of
negotiation, he contemplated the possibility of becoming the project pilot as an employee of KST. As suggested in the
narrative, this never came to pass.
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Kelly, Patent 5,626,310.
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chance to accumulate some local-style
project experience, if only in the meetings
and briefings.
Joe Wilson remembers watching Forger
fly the F-18 High Angle-of-Attack
Research Vehicle. Wilson, a controls and
handling qualities engineer, is a sandyhaired, tall man with eyes that gleam with
curiosity, who functions at Dryden as the
Boswell of the center.22 Over the years,
he has kept journals, partly on computer,
in which he records the daily events at
Dryden, nothing by way of official report,
but personal notes on what he has seen
and heard in this almost small-town
community of experimenters.
Wilson remembers watching Forger flying
spin tests, acrobatic descents from 40,000
feet and then afterwards tracking tests
where he followed another airplane at high
speed and through abrupt rolls, trying to
keep the airplane in his gunsights. No
matter what the other pilot did, he was in
Forger’s crosshairs. “When you see a
smooth trace on that,” says Wilson, “you
know you’ve got a good pilot.” How good
was Forger? Wilson’s eyes get big.
“Very, very good,” he nods his head.
But there’s a tricky paradox confronting
research engineers, Wilson says. “Smooth
pilots can lead you down the primrose
path.” He explains that there are two
piloting styles. “There are low-gain
pilots,” he says, “and high-gain pilots. A
low-gain pilot–if you look at the charts–
seems barely to touch the stick, almost as
if the airplane is flying itself. A high-gain
pilot is working the stick constantly,

giving it inputs the whole time.”23 But
that day as he scanned control strips, he
realized Forger, upon request, could be
either.24
Yet as Forger established a reputation at
the center that spring, Eclipse flight
remained unlikely. A plane had not yet
been identified. The KST engineers knew
that many airplanes might serve as the
towed vehicle. They preferred a delta
wing. That is, they preferred the wing of
a Space Shuttle, the shape that enables
reasonable handling characteristics when
the airplane descends from space into the
atmosphere. Over at KST, one of the
company’s major investigators, engineer
Don Anctil, came up with the idea that
they might be able to use an airplane that
was nearing the end of its operational
days decaying in the humid, sweltering
Florida subtropics. This was the F-106,
which Anctil had worked on years ago as
a young structural engineer at Convair in
San Diego.
The F-106 was a remarkable airplane. It
had an incredibly robust structure, beautiful
clean lines, and power to spare. If you
asked the Air Force pilots who flew and
serviced the old warrior, they smiled–it was
a Cadillac; they loved it; they had a soft
spot in their hearts for it. They bestowed
upon it the affectionate nickname, “Six.”
The F-106 was born in the mid-1950s, an
all-weather interceptor created to defend
the country from enemy weapons systems. It still holds the official world
speed record for single-engine aircraft,
1,525.95 miles per hour set at Edwards
AFB in 1959.25 Pilots remembered it as a

James Boswell was the biographer of Samuel Johnson. His name has become a synonym for an admiring biographer or
chronicler.
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Joe Wilson, interview by author, 28 June 1999.

According to KST reviewers of a draft of this monograph. Of course, this has to be qualified to air-breathing engines,
as the X-15 with a single rocket engine went 4,520 mph unofficially on 3 October 1967.
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forgiving flyer both at high and low
speeds, and it boasted the lowest accident rate of any single-engine aircraft in
the Air Force. In those days several
missiles had been stowed in its weapons
bay, one of which might have a nuclear
warhead, a spear to be hurled in some
final, desperate war.26

to look at the F-106s. It resembled a trip
to a used car lot to kick the tires. Which
of the remaining airplanes might serve
the project? But a larger issue was not
completely defined–corrosion. Years of
sitting exposed to the salty air beneath
the Florida sun had taken a toll on all
aluminum parts in these airplanes.

When the winds of history shifted to a
new direction, these interceptors no
longer had a mission. Following their decommissioning, they had been stored at
the Air Force depot at Davis-Monthan
AFB in Tucson, Arizona. They were later
removed from storage, modified for
target service as unpiloted drones,
redesignated QF-106s, and transferred to
Tyndall AFB, Florida. Once a month one
lucky individual was rewarded with a
“hot” missile to demolish another 106.27
Few of the airplanes remained. Down at
Tyndall near Panama City, the last ones
were parked, Cold War interceptors on
the tarmac waiting to be used for target
practice.

KST had sent two veteran engineers as
its representatives. The KST lead was
Don Anctil, an engineer whose experience included work on numerous aircraft
including the F-102, F-111, and C-5A as
well as prototype design on the F-106.
The other was Bill Drachslin, a designer
who had worked on many different
missiles and in his early years had been
an Air Force maintenance crew chief on
the F-86 in Korea. Anctil rubbed his
grisly chin and stared at the Air Force
faces across the table. His West Coast
buddies had been taunting him. They
snorted that Anctil might be on a mission
to retrieve “tuna cans” and “hangar
queens,” industry terms for airplanes no
longer suitable to fly.28

Could the F-106 be the towed airplane
for the Eclipse project? Could KST
negotiate an agreement to pull the old
warrior on a rope? Another question
intrigued KST engineers. Could the
F-106 later be modified, outfitted with a
rocket, and used as an operational launch
vehicle?
On 22 May 1996, an Eclipse team
representing KST, Dryden, and the AF
Phillips Lab made the journey to Tyndall

The initial briefing did not bode well.
The commander spoke. He had orders to
release a pair of F-106s, but he also had
crash movies to show them first. The
hopeful aspect of the F-106, he explained, was that the Air Force “had lost
aircraft but no pilots to date.” What was
the problem? In essence, the problem
was a 38-year-old airplane. The bad news
was four crashes resulted because of
failures in the aging landing gear. Cracks

See, e.g., Jane’s All the World’s Aircraft, 1964-65, ed. John W. R. Taylor (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964), p. 219; F.
G. Swanborough with Peter M. Bowers, United States Military Aircraft Since 1909 (London & New York: Putnam,
1963), pp. 154-155.
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Don Anctil, interview by author, 14 July 1999. Comments of KST reviewers.
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had also been discovered in the wing
spars of several aircraft, causing minor
fuel leaks. The good news? Four times
pilots ejected safely. But when the
Eclipse team went outside to the steamy
heat of the tarmac and hangar and talked
to the crews, they received another
message, one with a different emphasis.
Every airplane waiting in the rows had a
personality, and the mechanics who
worked on them knew it. They knew
every inch of these aircraft. The maintenance crew had picked the two best they
could find. They scurried about with
records, logbooks, and grease-stained
service manuals. Forger, Dryden’s Tony
Ginn (a young engineer assigned to the
project) and KST’s former crew chief,
Bill Drachslin, climbed over the vehicles,
peered inside, and took photographs.
There were no hydraulic leaks, no fuel
spills, no cracks in the control surfaces.
In the briefing room, the message had
been that the F-106 was marginal.
Out in the hangar, the emphasis was
different. “Safe enough,” said the mechanics. Age, of course, would remain a
problem. For instance, most of the
F-106’s parts could not be replaced,
simply because replacements were no
longer available in warehouses. The fuel
system was not maintainable if anything
went wrong–it required 196 fuel valves.
The tires were worn. The landing-gear
support structure was suspect.
But as Forger, Ginn, Hampsten,
Drachslin, and Anctil looked up beneath
the airplanes the mechanics had picked
for them, they exchanged smiles. These
were flyable aircraft.
And the news got better. When Anctil
attended subsequent meetings, he had the
impression that at the Air Force’s administrative level, the F-106s were almost an
29
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inconvenience. The command was
looking forward with anticipation to an
arrival of F-4s, a new generation of target
drones. As Anctil tried to listen between
the lines and plumb beneath polite
phrases, his eyes grew wide. His pencil
scribbled on the yellow pad, “If selected
aircraft are modified beyond the normal
F-106 envelope, Tyndall does not want
them back under any conditions.” His
eyes grew even wider and he scribbled
faster: (“Personal note: Tyndall does not
want them back period!!”)29
Another issue resolved as neatly. Mike
Kelly had voiced the hope of acquiring
two different models, the F-106A, the
original single-seat interceptor, and the
F-106B, a later modified two-seater.
Kelly had public relations uses in mind
for the second seat. He was a realist. He
was not demanding or pressuring.
Clearly, there were downsides with
having two different vehicles to maintain.
And the Air Force’s “horror movies”
raised liability issues. As the question
was discussed in a tiny meeting room at
Tyndall, Dryden’s Tony Ginn jotted in his
notebook, “Why risk two lives?”30
But Ginn did not have to voice his
opinion. The Air Force’s Dick Chase in a
briefing pointed out that many significant
differences existed between the models
including different pilot training, maintenance procedures, aerodynamics, fuel
systems, paperwork, official reporting,
and correspondingly different simulation
and test operations. A bonus of keeping
two F-106As was that one could be
“cannibalized” to supply the other with
replacement parts that otherwise would
be unavailable. Chase finished his
presentation and sat down. The two-seat
issue vanished.
In the months that followed, Forger, too,
grew attached to the F-106. When asked

about it recently, he leaned back in his
swivel chair in the Dryden pilots’ office,
balancing in midair. “It was,” he declared, “a grand machine.”
He especially liked the afterburner. The
F-106 had one like none he had ever
seen. Typically, when a pilot selects
afterburner in modern engines, the fuel
control meters in a small amount of
additional fuel to spark plugs in the rear
of the engine, which safely ignite the
afterburner. Once it is lit, additional fuel
is then available for full afterburner
thrust. This gradual “light-off” results in
a smooth acceleration. But when an
F-106 pilot selects afterburner, a
“bucket” of jet fuel is dumped into the
hot exhaust for a sudden and dramatic
torch ignition. There’s a loud explosion,
and the pilot slams into his seat from the
dramatic increase in thrust.
“It was incredible. You’d select afterburner,” remembered Forger, tilting
forward in his chair, and then “there was
a very pregnant pause. Finally, a big
boom and off you go.”

fashion, making scathing remarks about
working with ancient airplanes.
Bowers remembers a silence next,
following behind him, and then a rustling
of pages as Peters scanned the data. The
young engineer’s voice emerged again
behind him, but much softer. There was a
new note. It was awe.
“F-106 rocks,” he said.31
In any event, the Eclipse project at last
had an airplane to tow, a geriatric warplane, robust in its power but questionable, especially in a few unsettling
aspects of its emergency and life-support
systems. In the months ahead, heads
would shake, camps of debate form, and
several Dryden employees would find
themselves called upon to make dramatic
decisions. But when the group returned
home on the airline from Panama City on
26 May 1996, questions had been answered, and a decision made.
F-106 was Eclipse.
***

How robust was the F-106? At the start,
Ed Skinner, a veteran engineer assigned
by KST to examine the plane’s maintenance records, smiled at the issue. He
observed that although the aircraft
seemed as ancient as some of KST’s
retirees, it was well maintained and still
in great shape for the demanding tasks
ahead.
Another Eclipse worker who became an
F-106 admirer was Todd Peters, the
youngest member of the team and an
engineer who had recently graduated
from college. After an early test to get
some data on the F-106, Chief Engineer
Al Bowers remembers walking away
from the control room with Peters, who
followed behind him in typical brash

Al Bowers became NASA’s chief engineer on the Eclipse project that summer.
At the time, real flight tests were only a
proposal, but Forger must have glimpsed
a chance. “I recommended Al,” recalls
Forger, “because he had both the engineering intelligence and also the passion
to make it happen.”32 Bowers is a genial,
dark-haired engineer in his mid-thirties
who sometimes gets so excited about a
flight validation that he has been known
to leap up on a desktop in a technical
meeting, shouting and pointing to his
data printouts. But Dryden management
had already spotted something in him far
beyond a scientific cheerleader, appointing him as chief engineer on the prestigious High Angle-of-Attack Research
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Mark Stucky, interview by author, 22 July 1999.
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Vehicle (HARV) project. Behind his
positive, upbeat approach was an engineer who could weigh positives and
negatives and judge procedures and
personnel assignments with a remarkable
coolness and insight. He would serve the
demands of Eclipse very well.
While management wrestled with funding issues, the team began to address the
technology. In addition to Forger and
Bowers, there was now Bob Baron who
replaced Gary Trippensee as project
manager. Bill Lokos came on board as
lead structures engineer, responsible for
ensuring that all modified and new
structures were strong enough to ensure
safety of flight; also, Jim Murray brought
to the technical team his skills as an
aerospace engineer and analyst; from
simulations came Ken Norlin; Mark
Collard served as operations engineer and
the flight controller; and Joe Gera, a
respected Hungarian-born engineer with
half a century of experience in soaring,
was called back out of retirement by
Baron as the flight controls engineer. The
team also included Tony Branco and Bill
Clark, teamed as instrumentation engineers; Roy Dymott, systems engineer;
and the newly-hired Debra Randall as test
information engineer. Later they would
be joined by aerial video photographers
Lori Losey, Carla Thomas, and Jim Ross.
For many naysayers about Eclipse as well
as for NASA managers and potential
investors for KST, it was videotapes
rather than technical data that often
proved the points Eclipse was trying to
demonstrate.
From the start, there was debate. As the
team began to plan flight-test procedures,
the initial issue became “high tow,” the
traditional approach, versus “low tow.”
Traditional glider aircraft have large wing
areas, resulting in large lift-to-drag ratios
and correspondingly low takeoff speeds.
33
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They take off before the tow aircraft and
remain above them throughout flight, in
what is called high tow. The F-106, on
the other hand, has a much smaller liftto-drag ratio and a correspondingly high
takeoff speed of about 115 knots. To
acquire a high-tow position would
require the F-106 to traverse the C-141’s
wake turbulence from the initial low-tow
takeoff position. This position would
have been foreign to traditional glider
experience.
There were fierce differences among
team members. Jim Murray recalled the
seemingly endless meetings.
“Everyone’s got an opinion,” he smiled;
“they’re more readily available than
ideas are.” Every test program spawned
differences, but again and again, Eclipse
created a spectrum. “It was unusual how
extreme the positions were,” nodded
Murray. 33
Many of the differences were between
people who had gliding experience and
those who did not. If you had flown
gliders or sailplanes or gone soaring, you
had been at the end of a tow rope. If you
had, towing was casual. It was matter of
fact. Some felt simply that if it flew, it
could be towed. Researchers with this
background felt that there were almost no
test issues. In their minds, the logical
next step was simple flight. Gera sums
up this viewpoint; he says, “It was a
piece of cake.”34
The gliding people tended to argue for
the traditional high-tow position, apparently minimizing the risk involved in
traversing the C-141’s wake. And if
gliding people grew emotional in debate,
the response fed on the emotions experienced in thousands of hours of recreational flight on weekends. The clincher
in the debate came from Jim Murray. His
simulations demonstrated that the Eclipse

had to fly low-tow. The sims indicated
instabilities for the rope and the F-106
when flown high-tow, results which were
in fact echoed, but more benignly, in
later flight.35
The Eclipse project stayed aloft by more
than technology efforts. There was also a
social context. On 28 October 1996, KST
scheduled a kick-off party. At Dryden
people will tell you that in the genus and
family of party animals, engineers have
no place.
KST president Mike Kelly, of course,
was an engineer. But Kelly, despite all
the folklore and jokes about engineers
and their poor socializing skills, did
know how to throw a party. He arranged
a splashy celebration for Eclipse in an
old hangar at what had been Norton AFB
in San Bernardino. There was food,
drink, music, and the tables overflowed
with more than six hundred people.
Guests included two congressmen and
NASA Administrator Daniel S. Goldin.
Kelly had hoped to make an impact by
displaying the F-106 at this party. After
some debate, he had to settle for the C141A and one of NASA’s F-18s. When
Dryden research pilot Ed Schneider
departed the party early in the F-18, he
swooped down over the merrymakers in
a fly-by, evoking oohs and ahs.
Dan Goldin gave a speech. He described
his vision of future NASA-commercial
collaboration in space travel. He reiterated his mandate, “Better, Faster,
Cheaper.” And he gave a nod to NASA’s
collaborative partner in this effort and
also to hundreds of other small, visionary
start-up companies feverishly pursuing
the dream of a breakthrough in low-cost
access to space.
Coincidentally, that night a movie was
being shot in another hangar nearby. On
35

36

break, the movie stars and crew joined
the crowd. If the movie people worked
with the stuff of dreams, the Eclipse
people did, too. As one engineer wandered through the crowd, he and his wife
might turn and find themselves face to
face with some starlet they recognized.
There were two sets of dream-makers in
the crowd that night.
***
In the weeks that followed, the Eclipse
team settled down to work. First it took a
closer look at historical precedent, as
Kelly himself did at the outset. As noted
above, the earliest patent of the concept
dated from 1919 and was awarded to the
pioneering Anthony Fokker, but useful
information was hard to come by. Because of restrictions on the use of powered aircraft in the Treaty of Versailles
after World War I, the Germans did
extensive experimentation with towed
vehicles. But they did not create a body
of theoretical literature. Nor had the
sailplane and gliding fliers established
validated numerical models. A few
theoretical papers had found their way
into journals. Murray described the
flight-test information on towing as
“largely qualitative and anecdotal.”36 If
the Dryden Eclipse team members needed
data, they would have to do the tests
themselves.
***
Of all the agencies KST negotiated with–
and they were legion (Mike Gallo, KST
vice president for marketing and sales,
once estimated that he had negotiated
with more than 33 federal units and subunits in managing Eclipse)–Tracor Flight
Systems, Inc., the F-106 maintenance
contractor, seemed to present the least
likelihood of creating problems. This was

Bowers interview.
Murray interview.
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QF-106 aircraft
in flight during
February 1997
before the
tethered flights
began. (NASA
photo EC97
43932-12 by Jim
Ross)

a commercial firm. It had a hangar,
first-rate technicians to service the
F-106, and the original drawings from
the manufacturer. The NASA pilot was
to fly two Air Force F-106s used by the
Eclipse project and just park them at
the Tracor facility in Mojave, California. The support was expected to
involve a simple money transaction.
There would be none of the paperwork
and serpentine federal-government
procedures involved in interagency
transactions. But there were glitches.
Baron and Forger found themselves
frustrated and stalled when they tried
to arrange to fly the airplane. Because
the planes still belonged to the Air
Force, that service’s local representative was required to enforce every
regulation. No one at Dryden enjoys
remembering those days.
Behind the scenes at Tracor, however,
events were occurring over which KST

had no control. A recent restructuring
had placed responsibilities for management of the Mojave work at Tracor
headquarters in Austin, Texas. The
company also had been fortunate to
win a lucrative contract with the
Boeing Company at the Boeing facility
in Palmdale, California. Tracor priorities, therefore, had shifted dramatically since the initial arrangements
with KST. Consequently, disputes
began to arise between KST and
Tracor over work performance and
compensation. It appeared to KST that
Tracor was charging more and doing
less. 37 “My guess,” said Bob Baron,
“was they put such a high price on it
because they didn’t want the business.” 38 Clearly, Tracor had its hands
full with much larger projects crucial
to its own future. KST also was driven
by profit. But in the mega-budget
world of aerospace, it could get driven
out by profit, too.
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At this point, Dryden would cross the
Rubicon. The decision would be made in
May of 1997 for the Air Force to transfer
the F-106s to NASA, which would house
them, service them, modify and instrument them in a Dryden hangar. (Because
there was only one government agency
involved in flight approval, the business
of flight research was simplified.) And
with these arrangements new responsibilities for flight safety began falling into
place–not without debate.
The Air Force C-141 team had it much
simpler. The Air Force owned and
operated the C-141A. In fact, the 418th
Flight Test Squadron had a C-141A in its
hangar at Edwards AFB. The 418th had
qualified Starlifter maintenance crews,
and it would supply the pilots, the
engineers, the technicians, and the
ground and flight crews, albeit on a noninterference basis. In other words,
Eclipse’s work would get done, but
without any priority. As Carol Reukauf,
who replaced Bob Baron as project
manager, later noted, when you looked
on the Air Force priority list, there
Eclipse was, on the bottom, number 17.39
The 418th assigned Capt. Stuart Farmer
as its project pilot. Farmer, a dark-haired
young man with an affable manner who
revealed a sharp interest in technical
issues in the months to come, was a “new
kid on the block,” just as Forger had
been. For several weeks, Farmer had
been sitting at his pilot’s desk without
any major projects to work on. When he
was called into a meeting and asked to
respond to very skeptical questions about
towed flight, Farmer gave the concept
thumbs up. He later admitted he was not
sure of the aerodynamics issues. He just

wanted to fly. By the late date at which
Eclipse actually flew, Farmer would have
five other Air Force projects on his
hands, and non-interference would
become an issue. But initially, his enthusiasm helped keep the project alive.40
The 418th assigned Mark Watson as its
project manager, replacing Bob Plested
who had guided Eclipse through the
paperwork of transferring the F-106s to
NASA. Watson is a heavy-set young man
with a shrewd ability for making things
happen. Co-pilot Kelly Latimer came to
the project fresh from the U.S. Air
Force’s Test Pilot School. A slender
young woman with reddish hair in a
Joan-of-Arc cut and a sense of humor,
she also qualifies as one of many Eclipse
landmarks: when Latimer flew in the
right seat on four of the Eclipse flights
and the left seat on two missions,41 she
became the first woman ever known to
fly as a pilot on a NASA Dryden flight
research mission.
Other Air Force crew and personnel
assigned included Morgan LeVake,
operations engineer; Bob Wilson, the
lieutenant colonel who oversaw safety;
Roy Surovec, the deputy Air Force
project manager; Senior Master Sergeant
John Stahl, the chief flight engineer; Art
Tecson, who handled instrumentation; the
scanner, Sergeant Dana Brink, source of
some brilliant unofficial aerial photography; and Sergeant Ken Drucker, the
loadmaster, assigned vulnerable duty at
the end of the rope.
For the Air Force, answering operations
questions for the C-141A was simply a
matter of looking in the regulations. But
for Dryden–and to the dismay of the
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commercially-driven Kelly–in the
business of aerotow, it was a matter of
making engineering science. As Dryden
increased its presence on the project, two
new goals were added to the experiments: one, the establishment of safe
operating procedures, a Dryden hallmark over the years, and two, the
discovery of new technical information,
Dryden’s primary purpose as a flight
research organization.
As the project gained status, Eclipse
flight began to seem remotely possible.
Forger and Gera both argued that flight
safety was a non-issue, but Dryden
scheduled batteries of ground tests and
flight simulations to make sure.42
During the summer of 1996 the Dryden
pilots took cautious note. Several thought
that the greatest risks attended the takeoff; there were scenarios of rope break or
accidental release, slacks and snarls about
airplane gear. The hazard scenarios were
many. Joe Wilson remembered a conversation with Gordon Fullerton, ex-astronaut, crackerjack pilot, and a shrewd,
practical thinker about flight issues.
Wilson recalled Fullerton cocking his
head, pointing out that there was no
forgiving altitude. In the simulator,
Forger had been doing inadvertent
releases at 10,000 feet–at which altitude,
if something went wrong, he had some
time to plan and do something–but if
something happened on the Eclipse
takeoff, Forger only had his reflexes.43
If something went wrong with Eclipse at
a low altitude, it was going to go wrong
fast.
Dryden Chief Engineer (and former Chief
Research Pilot) Bill Dana also questioned
the safety of Eclipse. He explained that

he personally had a sense Eclipse flights
could be done but that as chairman of the
Airworthiness and Flight Safety Review
Board, his job was to raise safety questions. “I was the devil’s advocate,” he
explained.44

Names
If you ask Mike Kelly where the name
Eclipse came from, he doesn’t blink or
hesitate. He recalls that he and Mike
Gallo dreamed it up in their conference
room one afternoon. What does the name
stand for? He acknowledges there is no
significance–it’s a name with a “feel,”
easy to broach in a meeting, lofty sounding, a bit of verbal flare short on the
denotative aspect of language. In blunt
fact, there is no eclipse in the Eclipse
project.
But names can decide destinies. If you
pick the right name, Dryden engineers
say, it helps when you appeal for
budget or support–especially if you
find yourself in competition with
another project as worthy as your own.
And some engineers say that the wrong
name, an unusually clumsy one, can do
harm. At NASA Dryden, the engineers
understood the importance of names to
bureaucratic approvals, and over at
KST, they also understood the importance of a name when approaching
investors or a bank.
A second name appeared later. It was an
unofficial name. To this date, no one
claims to be its coiner. It first appeared
in public one day when Forger, climbing into the cockpit dressed in pilot’s
suit, test point cards clipped to his
knee pad, looked down. He saw a
rough inscription hand-painted on the
side of the F-106.
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Certainly the gleam of humor blessed the
name, some inscription dreamed up
perhaps during a stop at a desert saloon
on the drive home, but it also fed on the
dismay of expert pilots back at Dryden
concerning Eclipse. It read:
DOPE ON A ROPE
Daryl Townsend had been present that
day. The crew chief remembered peeking
around the maintenance truck. Forger
was new. What would he do? If he was a
by-the-rules sort of guy, a storm would
follow. Dryden was a flight research
center, and without expert research
pilots, it could not do its business. Thus,
although they were often the butts of
jokes, pilots also had formidable clout,
which they could wield.
There was no storm. The new pilot
paused. Townsend describes a smile
perhaps, a subtle nod of the head. Subtle
enough that Townsend had to ask Forger
later, was he sure he didn’t mind? Forger
said it was OK.
The crew didn’t scrub the name off.45

Subsystems and Worry
One mechanism needed for Eclipse was
called by the technicians the “knuckle,” a
hunk of metal, three pounds or more,
much larger than a human knuckle in
fact, larger than a heavyweight’s fist, a
nasty bit of hardware in some events to
come but created for elegant purposes. It
was crucial.
If the sole project intent were to pull an
airplane, the knuckle could be omitted.
But if technical data was needed or if the
pilot needed real-time information on
what was happening to the rope in flight–
and in fact he did–this knuckle was a
necessity. This universal joint attached to

the release ironwork, gave the rope free
play, and instrumented both azimuth and
elevation angles of the rope.
The Dryden engineers moved swiftly to
analysis and testing. Much of the analysis
concerned the rope. “One assumption we
made early on was that the lift and drag
of towrope is negligible,” explained
Bowers, “but that was an invalid assumption.”46 If that was not surmised, much
else was. As soon as they decided
whether they would operate in high tow
or low, the engineers could start looking
for solutions. It was a given that the rope
would attach to the rear of the C-141A.
In low tow, the rope would attach to the
top of the F-106.
But where some glider enthusiasts may
have assumed the rope had to attach near
the center of gravity (CG) of the F-106,
the technical requirements for the Eclipse
airplane were different. In fact, the
relationship of the distance of the tow
attachment to the CG as compared to the
distance of the control surfaces to the CG
was the exact opposite of the arrangement that occurred on a conventional
sailplane. A sailplane has the rope attach
close to the CG while the control surfaces
(elevator, rudder, and ailerons) are some
distance away from the CG. This means
the tow forces can easily be countered by
the aerodynamic control forces. On the
F-106, the tow attachment was in front of
the canopy while the CG was located
many feet farther back in the center of the
airplane, much nearer to the control
surfaces. This meant the potential existed
for tow forces that could exceed the
pilot’s ability to counter them.
Once the engineers had a plan for takeoff
configurations, they could make other
decisions. What would be the rope
length? How much weight would the
rope bear? What stresses did it have to
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Daryl Townsend, interview by author, 25 June 1999.
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Albion Bowers, interview by author, 8 June 1999.
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F-106 tow cable
attachment and
release mechanism for the
Eclipse program.
(NASA photo
EC97 44233-5 by
Tony Landis)

endure? These and other difficult questions required answers.
Kelly’s original plan had been to reuse
tow rope. To be sure, the rope came in
expensive at $9.30 a foot. Perhaps KST
grew impatient with Dryden’s approach
to decisions about the rope. Or perhaps it
was a generational thing–the majority of
KST’s employees were gray-haired semiretirees who came of age working on
aircraft and ballistic-missile projects back
47

Phil Starbuck, interview by author, 29 July 1999.
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in the 1950s. (Their employment as parttime workers was one of Kelly’s efficiencies.) In personal remarks in interviews,
younger Eclipse team members often
brought up generational remarks; they
looked across an age gap at the older
engineers, sometimes with fascination,
sometimes with dismay, and occasionally
with humble respect. One youthful
engineer described the KST retireeengineers as the kick-the-tires-and-go-fly
generation.47

And they used that approach with
Vectran rope abrasion tests. With
genuine zest and enthusiasm, two KST
engineers, Archie Vickers and Bill
Williams (system engineering manager
and test manager, respectively, for KST),
describe an impromptu test of cable
reusability. They took a length of
Vectran to a Hemet Valley airfield
where they used it all day towing gliders.
They beat it on concrete. They beat it on
gravel. Breathless, they beat it finally on
dirt and tossed it in a box where it
rumbled with sand, dirt, and rock on the
drive home. Although they noticed slight
damage, they came to the conclusion that
the rope was reusable. The rope was
tough.
Early on, KST had investigated a cable
spool to reuse the rope. After such reuse,
would the rope still be as strong? Would
it degrade or carry over unsettling
memories (energies) from the coiling?
Dryden pointed out it would be less
expensive and speed up the schedule
simply to buy multiple ropes and use
each of them only once, thereby eliminating a good deal of fabrication and testing.
Dryden’s agreement to purchase the
additional ropes made the decision easy
for KST.
As the rope questions were slowly
answered, the subsystem work moved
along. Tony Ginn had the early inspiration to convert an Air Force parachute
qualification pallet to the uses of airplane
towing. The pallet was already flightqualified and designed to be attached to
the floor at the rear of the C-141A. This
concept saved months of development,
design, fabrication, and testing. The pallet
came complete with a guillotine designed
to cut the nylon straps used to attach the
heavy loads to the extraction chutes.
Rope release devices constituted a crucial
safety issue and here was an unplanned

blessing. But when they loosed the
spring-load force of the guillotine blade,
it failed. It would not cut the tough
Vectran rope. The solution was to
attach the rope with a three-pin connector designed by Dryden contractemployee Roy Dymott to a nylon strap, a
substance the guillotine could slice. If that
should fail, the loadmaster might cut the
nylon strap with a hand knife (a device
which, to outsider eyes, resembled a
small ax).
The device for releasing the F-106 from
the rope also proved an unforeseen gift.
When operations engineer Bill Albrecht,
who had long been associated with the
B-52, attended a planning meeting for
Eclipse, he asked, why not use B-52
parachute release hardware, a device that
resembled an iron jaw?48 This was
qualified hardware, in regular use, in
Air Force stock, and would more than
carry the load. Forger could activate
the release jaw electrically, and in case
of malfunction, he had a mechanical
backup.
The emergency release device for the
F-106 was the frangible link, or “weak
link” as it came to be called. The frangible link–a safety mechanism–would
break before the rope or nylon ever broke.
Although it was designed for emergency
release, on later flights the Eclipse team
started breaking the frangible link to
release from tow because it kept the
instrumented knuckle assembly attached
to the F-106’s release mechanism where it
could readily be used again. When the
team initially used the release in the
configuration designed for the first flight,
the knuckle was on the end of the 1,000foot rope still attached at the other end to
the Starlifter. It whipped so wildly in the
hurricane-force winds that the frangible
link snapped and the knuckle was lost in
the desert.

Bill Albrecht, interview by author, 17 June 1999. According to Al Bowers, the idea arose earlier among Collard,
Forger, and himself, but it could not be implemented without Albrecht’s OK. Bowers’ comments on a draft of this
monograph.
48
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Figure 2a.
Schematic
drawing of the
initial tow-train
configuration.
(Design 980441
by the Dryden
Graphics Office)

KST had designed the basic frangible
link. Its initial plan had been to couple it
with off-the-shelf load cells from a
commercial source. At Dryden, however,
Bill Lokos redesigned the link; it was a
nifty solution that eliminated the need for
a separate load cell on the C-141A (towtrain) end of the assembly. To accomplish
this, Lokos incorporated an integrated
load measurement feature using two fullstrain-gage tension bridges installed in
the link itself, and also made other
modifications, including changes in the
alloy to ensure proper hardness throughout and changes in the neck diameter of
the link (on the basis of extensive tension-failure testing). With these modifications, Bill was confident the link would

Figure 2b. Schematic drawing of
the simplified
tow-train configuration.
(Design 980497
by the Dryden
Graphics Office)
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break at the predicted load. The concern
on the issue of obtaining a consistent
breaking load continued. The solution
was machine-shop fabrication and
calibration of the links, each of which
was to be used only once. To ensure
consistency, all ten of the links to be
used in the ten planned flight tests
were made from the same lot of steel
bar stock that supplied the links used in
lab testing.
Along the way the team divided sharply
into two camps. The strength of the weak
link had to be decided upon relatively
early in the design phase because its
strength, by definition, set the maximum
loading the F-106 could be subjected to.

The stronger the value of the weak link,
the greater the potential loading of the
fuselage and the greater the “beef-up”
required to the fuselage. The Federal
Aviation Administration’s regulations for
gliders or sailplanes stipulated that the
link must break at a maximum force of
80 percent of the weight of the glider
being towed. If this criterion were
applied to the F-106, the breaking
strength would be approximately 24,000
pounds. Although the Eclipse tests were
not subject to FAA regulations, this
figure was a valuable reference point for
design of the frangible link for the F-106
tow-testing.49
There were those who were advocates of
“strong” weak links and those who
advocated “weak” weak links. The
“strong”-weak-link group was concerned
primarily about the hazards of a lowaltitude, inadvertent link breakage and
felt the F-106 would crash into the desert
if the weak link broke during the critical
takeoff phase. The “weak”-weak-link
group, of which Forger was a vocal
member, was more worried about the
stability-and-control issues under tow
and wanted the weak link to break before
the airplane could go out of control on
tow. For this group’s argument to prevail,
its members first had to demonstrate that
the F-106 could power up quickly
enough to fly out of a low-altitude,
emergency release before disaster
ensued.
Forger’s claim that he could fly the
F-106 out of a low-altitude, inadvertent
release was eventually accepted. Using
the newly instrumented Eclipse aircraft,
he demonstrated landing approaches in
which he swooped down with the engine
stabilized at idle, the landing gear down,
49

and the speed brakes fully deployed–the
worst-case drag situation. He held the
aircraft inches off the runway as the
airspeed bled down to 150 knots, a full
fifteen knots less than the planned tow
takeoff speed. This slow speed simulated
a rope break at the most critical time,
including several seconds for pilot
reaction. Forger then selected “military
power”50 and retracted the speed brakes.
The venerable J75 engine took six
seconds to spool up, during which time
the F-106 slowed precariously, but Forger
was always able to maintain control until
usable thrust was regained. The test was
repeated numerous times, the data strips
demonstrating conclusively that the F-106
had the flying qualities and engine
response to fly out of any threatening
situation from the moment the aircraft left
the runway.
Ultimately, the “weak” value of 24,000
pounds was accepted for the weak link.
On the eve of the first flight, there still
remained a number of team members who
thought the link should have been significantly stronger.51
Another problem was that although the
C-141A had an off-the-shelf tow rope
attachment available for a tow assembly,
the F-106 did not. The KST engineers
remedied this by providing a weldment
apparatus that was riveted to the nose of
the F-106. It was black, a bizarre object.
Because of its shape, the crews called it
The Bathtub. Like other new structures, it
had to be tested by structures engineer
Bill Lokos.
Meanwhile over at KST, Wes Robinson
led his engineers in shepherding the rope
through breaking tests subcontracted to a
laboratory in Los Angeles. “When the

Based on KST and Bill Lokos’ comments on the original draft of this monograph.

The term “military power” refers to the use of maximum power without use of the afterburner. It is differentiated
from “maximum power,” which includes the use of the afterburner.
50
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This section of the narrative is heavily indebted to editorial notes from Mark Stucky, 16 September 1999.
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rope was at last close to failing,”
remembers Robinson, “it got hot and it
would weld and I remember the smell,
that burnt plastic sort of smell.” 52
When the rope finally snapped, the
sound resembled a small cannon being
discharged.
***
Eclipse had started with Gary Trippensee as
project manager and had transitioned to
Bob Baron and now changed again. Carol
Reukauf, a diminutive woman in her
forties, came aboard as project manager in
April of 1997. Reukauf tended to be casual
in manner, but behind the informal appearance was a woman with remarkable
organizational abilities and a shrewd ability
to deal with groups of people. She came
aboard just as the mechanical assembly of
the fixtures on the F-106 converted it to its
tow (EXD-01) configuration and the
ground testing began. This was also when a
series of safety review meetings appeared
on the horizon, a few of them viewed as
threatening by the team. “There were
procedures and papers to be filed,” says
Bowers, “and we knew she would be good
at it.”53
In the flight reports, however, Reukauf
wrote in a style very different from that
used in typical NASA reports. Her
language seemed to come from the world
of self-improvement and group support.
For example, her last report states, “I
advise everyone to reflect on their Eclipse
experience, take the personal lessons that
you learned and apply [them] to your
future endeavors.”54

Her upbeat comments in these reports
were, in a sense, directives. They were not
a threat. But in retrospect, they firmly
pointed many people in the same direction
at a point when the multi-partner effort
seemed in some weeks about to collapse.
“It was important to stay on a positive
note,” she says, “because you don’t need
any negative notes when you are trying to
get the project done in a rush.”55
She was also famous for extended meetings, although she insists they never lasted
more than one and a half hours; they
happened every Tuesday morning in the
lakebed conference room, a meeting area
that looked out on the runway. The primary
Eclipse members were required to come,
and her insistence kept everyone focused,
every unit and agency in the loop. If you
ask today, many Eclipse members report
an unusual sense of involvement and fun
with the unruly project. Ken Drucker of the
Air Force, for instance, testifies, “It was the
highlight of my career.”56
To the dismay of some, Reukauf involved as many members as she could in
debate on issues that were related to
safety, instead of deferring to expert
opinion only. Bud Howell, KST representative at the weekly meetings, noted
that Carol’s insistence upon hearing all
sides of an issue had a very positive
effect on team morale. Forger, on the
other hand, recalls lengthy discussions
spent “ferreting out the ridiculous.”57
Reukauf’s response? “It was good for
Forger,” she smiles. “We needed everyone to consider the ramifications of
decisions on this complex project.” She
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Albion Bowers, interview by author, 10 August 1999.
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also emphasizes that she applied this
approach “for the specific reason that I
was concerned that the stronger, more
articulate members of the team tended to
express their views to the exclusion of
those who differed with them.” She saw
the potential for damage to a team whose
members already had sometimes contradictory agendas.58
Reukauf also made a point at the end of
each meeting to ask for a comment from
each member. “Jim Murray would sit
silently throughout the meeting,” she
recalled, and when she called on the
brilliant engineer at the end, “he would
bring up a point nobody had thought of–
and usually, he was right.”59 In hindsight, her approach created a unified
team.
One of the great debates raging was
whether the rope’s oscillations might
develop some pitching motion or unstable energy. The antithesis was the
straight-line rope illustrated on the early
report covers. Joe Gera defended
straight-rope theory. “You can’t push a
rope,” he said. Jim Murray argued
differently. He suggested there might be
a bungee effect. “What,” he asked, “if the
rope goes boing-boing?”60
Later, Murray and Gera decided to put the
question to an unauthorized test. It was a
good-natured jaunt–and also a secret as far
as management was concerned. The two
signed out for a day of leave (vacation),
borrowed some load instruments from the
lab, and set off to do the experiment on
their own. They found a glider-towing
company with an owner cynical but willing
to pull their rented glider on an instrumented rope behind his tow airplane so

they could gather data. Space technology?
Uh-hum. When the two returned to Dryden
the next day, word had already reached
project management. Reukauf spoke with
each of them immediately. She came on
tough, but curiously, Murray remembered,
“It was very much like a mother scolding a
child.”61 It was a tone that commanded,
and she halted a growing Eclipse tendency
to take legal risks on this high-visibility
project so casually.
Reukauf herself in a few days found an
authorized way for them to continue these
valuable tests and still deal with liability
issues. In fact, she found a way to use a
federal government credit card and adhere
to regulations about use of government
equipment. This permitted Murray,
Forger, and Gera to gather more experimental data in an unconventional way.
One great fear of skeptics was that somehow the wake turbulence of the C-141A
would upset the F-106. In one test in the fall
of 1996, the experimenters put smoke
generators on the wings of the Starlifter and
flew to see what patterns were traced in the
sky. Forger took a leading role in actual
flight tests addressing the issue. There were
several factors. One was downwash, the
streaming of air off the transport’s wing, a
disturbance that later Forger described as no
more unsettling than driving a car on a
gravelly road. But the big concern was
vortices, severe air disturbances coming
from each wingtip of the mammoth transport. The vortices proved to be small
tornadoes which, as they moved away from
their source and increased in size, for some
distance at least also increased as hazards.
In the spring of 1997, Forger flew an F-18
into the wake of the C-141A. He flew in
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The aft end of
the C-141A tow
aircraft. (NASA
photo EC98
44392-1 by Jim
Ross)

near the transport’s tail. He would take
stabs at the vortices with his wing tip and
every time he did, the F-18 rolled off.
Even at a distance, team members could
see a vortex. “Sometimes it would mix
with the exhaust blowing, and in the glint
of the sun,” remembered Mark Collard,
“you could see it was tubular. I could see
it. He could, too, at times.”62

conditions. If the petal doors were open
in the tail, however, regulations required
the C-141A to fly at less than 200 knots.
The Eclipse team asked: if the petal doors
were removed, did that speed restriction
still exist? The petal doors provided no
structural stability. Obviously, the restriction came from a concern with unstable
dynamics on the opened doors.

How big across was the vortex when
encountered a thousand feet behind the
transport? “About as wide across as a
volleyball,” grinned Forger. “It was a
non-issue.” 63 So there he was up in the
sky, playing volleyball with violent air.
Later in the summer, he flew the F-106
behind the Starlifter in similar tests.
There were no problems for Eclipse.

Lockheed, the manufacturer of the C-141,
had performed dynamic analyses for
flight with the doors open because users
needed to know the maximum speed for
pallet air drops, which required, of
course, open doors. Authorization to fly
at a greater speed with the doors either
open or removed would require further
analysis by Lockheed. Reukauf remembered that the Eclipse team resigned itself
to the limit because there was “no time
[or budget] for a new stability analysis.”
But to this day, Ken Drucker, the Air
Force loadmaster, regrets that he did not
intervene in time with informal advice to
get the team past the barrier.64

One regulation did, however, become an
issue. The engineers had air-speed and
altitude windows they wanted to investigate to validate the research simulation.
The hunch was that an airspeed around
300 knots would provide ideal towing
62
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On many other occasions, Drucker and
Watson did in fact help the Eclipse team
navigate around Air Force regulations.
But the speed limit remained at 200 knots.

additional safety factors or simply
curiosity about some interesting data and
the time taken to pursue it, all added up to
expenses for KST–and new trips to the
investors to keep the project floating.

***
Dryden and the AFFTC may have shared
the same runway, but they came from two
different cultures. Often parties to both
agencies would have moments of culture
shock. Once Watson remembers departing one of the lengthy Eclipse meetings
accompanied by Lieutenant Colonel Bob
Wilson. Wilson shook his head slowly at
what he had just been hearing, astonished
at the intense interest of the NASA
people in issues that struck him as purely
theoretical.65
KST felt these cultural differences, too.
Late in the summer of 1997, KST project
manager Bob Keltner paid a visit to
Dryden. He had worked on the Atlas
missile earlier in his life and later spent
decades at TRW. He got out of his car in
the sweltering heat of the Dryden parking
lot with some trepidation. He was about
to present a list of grievances to Carol
Reukauf. It was a curious document
roughly printed in capital letters by hand.
The title was “PROGRAM DELAY
RESPONSIBILITY.” He noted quite a
number of these responsibilities and
attributed a few of them to KST. He next
had penned a section entitled “ACTS OF
GOD,” which left, of course, “ACTS OF
NASA.”66
There were many acts of NASA, a
substantial number of them concerning
Dryden’s level of safety preparation and
Dryden’s commitment to generating data.
It was another clash of cultures, really.
And any slips in the schedule related to
government regulation or a need for

Later Keltner told his KST associates
about Reukauf’s reaction. She sat a
moment in silence after reading the
pages, her hands folded on the table, then
started shaking her head back and forth.
“You know, I am really disappointed in
you,” she said. It was couched in a sympathetic tone, but he could sense the iron in
her, too. “No question,” Keltner told his
colleagues, “she was one angry lady.”67
But curiously, the conference did seem to
clear the air. Some of the issues were
simply non-resolvables. But Keltner
noticed that now at the Tuesday meetings
when the Dryden data-gathers and analyzers threatened to stampede, she appealed to
them to consider KST. She reined them in.
***
Many safety issues had to be resolved.
One concern was the cockpit canopy.
During a Configuration Control Board
meeting someone asked, what if the stress
on the F-106 fuselage bent the fuselage to
the point the canopy could not be jettisoned? In an emergency scenario, it
would entail disaster because the canopy
had to be jettisoned from the aircraft
before the ejection seat would fire. “This
was another question that the project
team judged to be a non-issue,” explains
Reukauf. “But nonetheless, regard to
flight safety dictated a responsible pursuit
of the real answer.” The engineers moved
quickly to gauge the risk. They found a
replacement canopy and Dryden’s
structural testing lab under Bill Lokos’
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Canopy stiffness
test setup.
(NASA photo
EC97 44303-01
by Tony Landis)

direction loaded the fuselage with shot
bags and stressed the fuselage with loads
which would be experienced in towing. It
was not elegant, a rough sort of test. But
the rough, reassuring answer was that the
pyrotechnics could still blast the canopy
free.
One of the many operational requirements
identified in the initial KST test plan was to
provide a cockpit display of rope tension
for the pilot. This display was the work of
Phil Starbuck, a brilliant young engineer
(formerly of KST). It consisted of a
horizontal row of lights that would change
colors, ending in red as the rope load
reached prescribed limits. In the millisecond scannings and judgments required at
take-off, the monitor was a necessity.
Someone also had to weave an attachment loop in the rope. This was no small
68
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task, because the splice had to retain the
full strength of the virgin rope. The
assignment eventually went to Dryden
life-support technician Kelly Snapp.
“Because I spent some time in the Navy,”
grinned Snapp when you ask him why.68
He was adept at splicing a loop in the
Vectran lines. It was a skill, and if you
thought the task simple, when you
watched what Snapp had to do, it seemed
a difficult and tedious trick.
To be sure, it was a task that might take
an outsider half a week, but the ex-Navy
technician could do it–and without
damaging the rope, which was crucial–in
perhaps half an hour. “He was quick,”
recalled crew chief Daryl Townsend in
admiration.69 And Vectran did not
cooperate when Snapp went to cut it. For
all the worry about the vulnerability of
the rope, he could wear out six to eight

blades or dull one sharp hacksaw trying to cut
it. Although Snapp never damaged the rope,
his razors did slip his own way and on several
occasions, the rope ascended into the skies
with his loop and his blood stains on it.
Bill Lokos ground-tested six loops
spliced for the experiment. Every time
the rope failed, not the loop. And during
the flight tests, the loops always held.
One of the paradoxes of the Eclipse
project was that such a small project
generated a number of landmarks. One
of these developed when Al Bowers and
Ken Norlin devised a simulation for the
C-141A. They first modified the existing
F-18 simulator at Dryden to represent
the F-106. The Air Force did not have a
C-141A sim available at Edwards, and as
a result, NASA tests were producing
useful results for the F-106 but none for
the Starlifter. Early on, because the
transport was so much heavier than the
F-106, the Dryden engineers had modeled it in simulation simply as what they
called an infinite mass. Bowers then
addressed the need for a C-141 sim.
Once this was done, the engineers set up
three simulations–of the C-141, the rope,
and the F-106–to operate together in real
time (simultaneously) with data exchanged among them based on the
dynamics of the simulated tow rope
between the F-106 sim and the C-141
sim. The researchers actually set up the
sims in separate rooms with radio
communication between them and a
control-room unit. It provided valuable
rehearsal for the complexities which
were only beginning to be recognized. It
was groundbreaking.
Another landmark was the engineers’
clever GPS contrivance. GPS, Global
Positioning System, is a technology that
uses satellite information to calculate
exact location and rate of change–for

instance, an airplane’s geographic
location and speed in flight. Most previous GPS uses consisted of linking one
moving unit to a stable reference point.
The Eclipse engineers scored high marks
when they used GPS to chart in real time
distances between two moving units, the
tow airplane and the towed F-106.
***
On an August afternoon, Mark Collard sat in
his office cubicle and stared at a paper. He
hesitated. This was a moment when a person
might take a long, deep breath before signing.
The memo had just issued from his printer. A
space waited at the bottom of the page for his
signature. The whole business had to do with
the pyros, the tiny units of explosive hardware, the only devices which would enable
the Eclipse pilot to eject if there were a
catastrophe. To no avail the engineers and
support crew had searched for replacements,
and none were to be had. The pyros on the
F-106 were long past their expiration dates.
This document would approve an extension.
He searched for a pen, found one–a federalissue ballpoint. Such extensions were not
unusual in flight research at Dryden, but if a
problem arose in flight, the pyros had to work
for Forger to eject successfully.
It was not a reckless moment for Collard.
But the step raised questions. How much
confidence do you have in this project?
How deeply do you believe the presentations made in your own safety briefings?
Are you sure go-fly hysteria has not
taken over? Are you certain the momentum of fifty people working on this
project for a year and a half is not the
energy fueling your decision?
He signed his name. And he sent it to
Tom McMurtry, Director of Flight
Operations, who surely had his own
internal debate before he signed.70

People interviewed for this history voiced two different viewpoints about the extension for use of the pyros. One
person argued, “The fact that we needed senior management to approve the extension means we were thorough.”
Another view was that Collard’s signature, at least, could have had career-ending ramifications.
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Extensions were an issue with the Air
Force’s aging warrior, too, and the
C-141A had run out of time. There was a
PDM awaiting the Starlifter that could
not be avoided if it were to continue to
fly. A PDM, Programmed Depot Maintenance, is a four-year cycle of attention
that must be paid to Air Force airplanes.
“This is serious maintenance,” explained
Bob Plested, the first Air Force project
manager for Eclipse. “They take the
airplane down to Warner-Robbins AFB
and basically take it apart and put it back
together again.” The cost of a PDM
weighed in at nearly three million dollars.
And there was no Eclipse budget to come
to the rescue. Because there were no
other paying customers for the C-141A,
the Air Force had decided to retire it for
good.
“We had gotten another six months,”
Plested continued, “but there were no
more extensions. It’s what you call a
drop-dead date. The first six-month
extension is pretty much paperwork. But
the second is bought more dearly.” When
all the Eclipse instruments and modifications were stripped out of the C-141A,
wherever the airplane ended up on 18
February 1998 was going to be its final
resting place.71
There were many safety reviews of the
Eclipse project. Their number was
extraordinary. Some personal comments
were quite intense. One individual sent a
memo concerning Eclipse flights that
stated, “There have always been projects
where people were willing to go out and
kill someone, and this is one of them.”
Dryden Director of Aeronautics Research
and Technology Dwain Deets remembers
that at NASA Headquarters in Washington, DC–where his job took him frequently–three or four times a week
someone would come up and ask about
71

Robert Plested, interview by author, 11 August 1999.
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Dwain Deets, interview by author, 4 August 1999.
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this tiny project. “Would you give me a
briefing?” he was asked. Deets notes that
this modulated into a different question,
“Are you sure of what you’re doing?”72
The informal reviews numbered in the
hundreds.
Ken Drucker, the Air Force sergeant who
was in charge as loadmaster at the rear of
the tow plane, faced reviews, too. One
was at mess lunch with other Air Force
sergeants whose hands had been soiled
with decades of jet plane grease and
whose eyes had seen everything under
the aeronautical sun. They suggested
loudly that if the Eclipse project put a
towload at the end of the C-141 where no
designer intended one, the tail might
break off. The polite phrases of the
earlier memos in the offices conveyed the
same message. But the mess-hall concern
was more bluntly put.
The big reviews, however, were the
formal ones. There was the PDR, a
preliminary design review early in the
project, followed by the CDR, a critical
design review once 90 percent of the
drawings had been done. As flight test
drew near, there appeared the stern
procedures of flight readiness review, the
FRR. If the FRR was hurdled, its panel
members, not the project members,
presented it to the Airworthiness Flight
Safety Review Board. If that was cleared,
a project could fly. But in the case of
Eclipse, there were other significant
reviews. One was the video conference in
the early summer of 1997 involving Dr.
Robert E. Whitehead, the NASA Associate Administrator who headed the Office
of Aeronautics and Space Transportation
Technology. He gave a thumbs up to the
project, satisfied the group knew what it
was doing.
The least expected review came last. It
was done by something dubbed the IRT,

the Independent Review Team, an
assessment group called into being by
NASA Administrator Daniel S. Goldin.
At the time, the event was the exception
to the rule. In every review, the Eclipse
team proved its case. Reukauf, Forger,
Bowers, Collard, Murray, Lokos, and
sometimes Gera devoted countless hours
over these months to proving what they
wanted to do was safe. Looking back,
Reukauf thinks it was a good exercise,
one that thoroughly rehearsed them all in
the procedures to come.73 And Forger,
often impatient at the sheer number of
presentations, in retrospect, also
agrees.74
***
Late in August 1997, the Eclipse project
gathered impetus. As the first day of
actual flight research with the F-106 in
the Eclipse configuration drew near, the
most junior member of the team sat
down to check some figures. He was
Todd Peters, a structural loads engineer.
He brought up on his computer screen
the finite-element stress analysis of the
F-106 fuselage and looked closer.
To an outsider, the image might have
seemed lovely. You can see similar
images in the opening montage sequences on Discovery Channel science
shows where some real-world object is
transformed into geometrical lines. The
Eclipse project analysis displayed a
vision of the F-106 fuselage reduced to
geometrical patterns. The purpose of the
finite-element stress analysis was to
discover how much stress the F-106
fuselage could bear. The analysis had
occurred long ago. KST had subcontracted the work in the days before
NASA assumed test responsibility. The
Dryden machine shop had already
finished most of the work the analysis
73

Reukauf interview.
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Todd Peters, interview by author, 23 June 1999.

had indicated. But as Peters stared at the
image on the screen, his eyes grew wide.
The image of the finite-element stress
analysis suggests precision and mathematical certainty, but the paradox
remains that every line is also, in some
sense, false. The model is really an
illusion–a deft engineer can manage the
trick, which is to combine these illusions
into a sum that produces something true.
For example, when the F-106 nose was
analyzed, the sub-contracted engineer
simplified its structure into a model to get
his results.
“It’s important when you simplify,”
explains Peters, “that you don’t simplify
an area that is crucial. If you do, the
analysis can show everything is fine
when it is not.”75
According to Peters, the model seemed to
have integrity on the screen when, in fact,
it did not. And the next day, he took a
signal step. He sent a young co-op
engineer, Mike Allen, down to the hangar
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Figure 3. Finite
element model of
the forward
fuselage of the
QF-106. (Design
980442 by the
Dryden Graphics
Office)

with tracing paper, white paint, flashlight,
and calipers. Allen and a colleague would
map the rivets and structural supports in
the forward fuselage. As Peters continued
his re-analysis at the computer, Allen
sweated over real metal. There was a tiny
hatch on the side of the airplane’s nose. It
was so small Allen could only reach his
hand holding the caliper inside and
awkwardly peer around his arm to see.
From the hatch on the other side, another
co-op shined a flashlight. By millimeters, they charted.
Allen, a polite, shy young engineering
student, tells the story of all the rivets
measured and today smiles and recalls, “I
think everything was in good working
order.” But he also recalls late one
afternoon during this intense period when
Peters stopped by his desk.
“How are things going?” asked Allen.
“We’re in deep, deep trouble,” came the
answer.
The crux was this: the F-106 was a
lightweight airframe attached to one big
engine. Not surprisingly, its nose was not
designed for any tow load, let alone
24,000 pounds. According to Peters, what
had gone wrong with the analysis was
complex. It turned out that some modifications done to the airplane were not
necessary, some were done incorrectly,
and some important issues had not even
been addressed.
There was a joint in the longerons
(support members) in the nose. If you ran
a finger, for instance, along the longeron,
you would feel the break (a bolted joint
that had been overlooked during visual
inspection against airplane drawings), but
this important reality did not appear in
the finite-element stress analysis and
thereby its author gave a forgiving nod to
loads up to 24,000 pounds. But the joint

would not support that substantial a load.
According to Peters, that area of the
fuselage might have failed at loads well
below 10,000 pounds.
A complex web of complications resulted from such mistakes. If Peters were
right, a possible scenario turned out to be
the one several veteran pilots had fretted
about early on–a mishap at takeoff when
airplane and pilot were most vulnerable,
some incident angle where the stresses
on the fuselage later in fact did peak at
18,000 pounds, a catastrophe when just
as the F-106 lifted into the air, its nose
broke off.
Peters reported his findings up the chain
of command. His superiors were not
happy. They were all ready to fly.
Suddenly he became an Issue–or felt he
was one–at a time when everyone on the
project wanted to be a non-issue and get
in the air.76
The next day the managers scrambled. A
phone call was put through to Bob
Keltner at KST, and there were yowls of
disbelief and pain on that end. Keltner
called the subcontractor about the
analysis that was being questioned, but
the subcontractor had no answers, for he
had subcontracted the task to someone
else who could not be reached. What to
do? How to figure this? There was no
answer to these untimely questions.
NASA assigned Mark Lord to join Peters
in the task. Lord was more easy-going
than Peters, a quiet engineer mellowed
with a generation of experience. Lord
began re-doing the analysis with a
pencil. Engineers call this approach
classical analysis. It did not replace the
analysis Peters had done with the
software NASTRAN. Rather, it looked at
the fuselage from a different angle and in
a sense focused more closely. Both
analyses, of course, were deft illusions

In an editorial comment, Reukauf makes the point that the project was grateful to Peters, although he may have felt he
was an issue.
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aimed at understanding something real.
At first, Lord’s work with the pencil
seemed to contradict that of Peters. Yes,
of course, the analysis by the subcontractor had no validity, but Lord felt that the
results would turn out, in his polite term,
“beneficent.”77 But as Lord probed
further, he too encountered serious
problems.

Space: its definition was not crucial to
intellectual property in Kelly’s patent.
But it was the goal. And that December
even as the Eclipse team raced to fly its
tests over the desert, some KST engineers
were asking themselves about modifications to make to the F-106 afterwards that
might take it higher. Perhaps space
wasn’t so far away.

Lord and Peters worked together,
moving back and forth between their
analyses, comparing, putting in a
grueling seven-day-a-week, 7-a.m.-to11-p.m. push to get the answers. The
result was that the team did have to fix
the fuselage. Rivets needed to be
added to reinforce what had been
incorrectly done. Lord designed metal
straps to hold together questionable
panels on the fuselage.

Space

Kelly shared this enthusiasm. He had
memories of watching Apollo flights on
television as a child. While still an
adolescent, he had penned an unpublished novel based on somewhat-realworld technology about teenagers flying
to the Moon. Yet although Kelly was a
visionary, he was also a very practical
engineer. Hadn’t retired Air Force Lt.
Col. Jess Sponable, himself a hard-bitten
realist in aerospace, suggested that all
that was needed for economically feasible space flight was a reconfiguration of
what had already been invented? “What
America needs is not newer launch
technology,” said Sponable, “but today’s
technology applied to RLVs designed to
fly with aircraft-like efficiencies.”79

Space: defined in dictionaries as the
region beyond the Earth’s atmosphere.
Of course, exactly where atmospheric
particles thin out to virtual nothingness is
subject to interpretation. But NASA had
put a number on it, defining space by the
international standard as a region beginning 62 miles above the surface of the
Earth. It was a yardstick that decided
who was an astronaut. The Air Force, on
the other hand, had chosen to define
space as a region 50 miles off-planet,
awarding astronaut wings to X-15 pilots
who ventured that high but not up to 62
miles.78

Al Bowers shared and shares his dream of
space travel. His very office is something
near a museum stacked with mementos of
aerospace history, of the human race’s
effort to escape the gravitational pull of
Earth. As a child, Bowers had watched
with excitement the Apollo missions on
live television. Despite his heavy workload
at the center, he continued to donate time to
public schools, talking about space exploration. But when he mentions the Apollo
missions in his presentations, most of the
school children have no idea a human
being ever stepped on the Moon. It did not
happen in their time.

As the winter holidays of 1997 approached, the team raced to get finished
before the Air Force put its tow airplane
on the shelf.
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Mark Lord, interview by author, 15 July 1999.

Dennis R. Jenkins, Hypersonics Before the Shuttle: A Concise History of the X-15 Research Airplane (Washington,
DC: NASA SP-2000-4518, 2000), p. 61.
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Kelly interview; Lt. Col. Jess Sponable (USAF, Ret.), “The Next Century of Flight,” Aviation Week & Space
Technology (24 May 1999): 94.
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And as NASA budgets dwindled from
their levels in the Apollo era, as time
passed and the only humans on the planet
to visit the Moon became gray-haired
members of the retirement generation,
Bowers had a sharp sense of the rope’s
importance. Behind the tiny Eclipse
Project wavered a question. When Neil
Armstrong set foot on the Moon’s surface
in July 1969, whose shoes did he walk in?
Was it Leif Ericsson’s?
Or Christopher Columbus’s?

The Proof
On a bitter, cold Saturday morning in
December, Forger ran his eyes over the
gauges in his cockpit. This was the day.
They were ready for flight test. His pilot
flight cards clicked against an aluminum
cockpit panel. The vast web of possibility
had been refined to these simply printed
cards. Here he was parked behind a
C-141A, the stench of its fumes biting his
nostrils. As he later reported, there was
something unsettling in it all–despite his
experience flying formation and flying
refueling–something that seemed a
violation of the most elementary commandment: never get behind a big
transport on take-off.
Pilots snapped the flight cards on a
kneeboard mounted on the left thigh. The
cards were stiff, laminated, about the size
of wine lists at restaurant tables. Typically, they had four punches in the left
margin, the holes sometimes obliterating
parts of words. They had indexes displayed along the bottom.
Forger knew many of the passages by
heart. He knew the test sequences to
80

come, the engineer commands such as
“Cleared for pitch doublet!” that would
be transmitted from the control room. He
knew the emergency procedures, the
most dire directives on take-off, the five
steps of “abort” leading to the sixth:
“Follow FLAMEOUT LANDING
PROCEDURES.”80
Delays had stalled them. It was a Saturday morning, 20 December 1997. Three
weeks down-time lay ahead of them, two
weeks for the holidays and a third week
that annually shut down all projects for
safety workshops. Could the Eclipse
project squeeze in one flight test before
the long layup? The Air Force’s “dropdead” date for the C-141A–February
1998–would not be extended. Unfortunately, Dryden Maintenance had decided
that although the center director might
give them special dispensation for a test
the Saturday before Christmas, it was not
likely to happen. On this assumption, the
technicians had not fueled the safety
chase airplanes ahead of time. Merry
Christmas, Eclipse! The crew waited 30
minutes in the cold for refueling.
Finally, with all airplanes fueled and in
position, the rope truck had done its work
laying out the line, a carefully planned
procedure carried out by a world-class
crew that had trained itself for hooking
up the rope without any abrasive damage.
It was a cautious thousand-foot march
down the runway between the two
airplanes. Daryl Townsend, the big, easygoing crew chief was in front, followed
by a technician with what looked like a
shepherd’s crook that he deftly maneuvered
to keep the line from snarling on the nose
of the F-106 and slapping on the concrete.
The Air Force comedians liked to call this
exercise “the parade of the Pharaohs.”81

Eclipse Project test cards, unpublished (see an example, document 21).

By this, apparently they meant that the cautious walk of the NASA ground crew down the runway with the technician
in back maneuvering what NASA folk described as a “shepherd’s crook” wielded to keep the rope from slapping down,
resembled the stately marches depicted in Egyptian art where some god or some ruler walked holding aloft a rod which
often had a curved neck.
81
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The minutes to come were crucial for
Forger. He had to avoid a rope slack that
might somehow initiate the worst-case
scenario, two airplanes trying to take off
with the connecting line serpenting around
their gear. He also had to avoid too sudden
a tug that might damage the towrope or
lead to a break in the frangible link and
shut them down. The week before on the
taxi-tow test (an exercise limited to runway
work), he had a problem. He was too quick
on the brakes as the Starlifter began its
slow acceleration. The F-106 jumped
forward, the rope slapping on the ground,
and in a blink he counted three oscillations
before he controlled it, just hoping the
control room would not call abort. He did
not intend to let that happen again.
At a distance of a thousand feet, the
C-141A was in position, gleaming from
the early sun, and to his right and left,
Forger saw the rope technicians, clear
now from the flight path, their breaths
pluming in the air, shifting from one foot
to the other, still poised even when
nothing was left for them to do, as if
something still might be needed.
Forger’s knees braced. If all other
Eclipse procedures were carefully
rehearsed science, these moments
tensioning the rope with his feet on the
brakes were close to art.
The large transport moved. The big jets
shuddered and roared, and he watched as
the rope slack started taking up. He
worked his brakes. The important thing
was not to slap the rope, not to start some
oscillation. The rope seemed to draw
almost gently off the tarmac and then
cleared at 5,000 pounds just as Bowers
had predicted from the very first. He
called for Farmer to hold position at
6,000 pounds of tension, the rope straight
as a ruler edge.
“Arris82 ready for flight,” rasped
Farmer’s voice on the radio.
82

“Eclipse ready for flight,” answered
Forger.
“Roger 20 seconds,” crackled from the
Starlifter. For the next 20 seconds,
everyone on radio in the control room, as
well as Forger, would sit in silence. He
could hear the whine of the chase jets
circling past, ready to move in. Then he
could hear Drucker’s voice, curiously
modulated by radio from the tail of the
C-141A, counting down, “Eclipse . . . 5 . .
. 4. . . .”
When LeVake called “Brake release,” the
transport really started moving. The jets
roared louder. “Smooth the brakes,
smooth them,” Forger thought as he
relaxed his feet.

The C-141A’s radio call sign.
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The “Parade of
the Pharaohs.”
(NASA photo
EC98 44393-32
by Carla Thomas)

takeoff. But as he continued gathering
speed, he realized there was no radio.
Where was the Air Force? He could see
the big bird above him lifting, climbing out
as steeply as it could. He could feel the
wake turbulence. But where were the radio
calls rehearsed as the C-141 passed 100,
200, 300 feet to cue him for takeoff? This
omission was not a “Red Light,” not a
required abort. But his pilot card advised
he might choose to abort. “Follow the
rope” had been the advice from KST and
other joshing veterans at the base. And he
did.83

Eclipse project
QF-106 and
C-141A take off
on first tethered
flight 20 December 1997. (NASA
photo EC97
44357-8 by Tom
Tschida)

He was moving.
Suddenly, the tarmac blurred. He was
racing down the oil-stained history of
Runway 04. The yellow taxi marks
whizzed past. The misty chain of mountains separating desert and sky waited in
the distance. Thousand-foot markers, tin
sheds fled past him. His gauge said 120
knots. When he hit 140 knots, he rotated
the airplane to 7 degrees nose-up for

The lift-off came with the Starlifter quite
high in the envelope of operations.
Farmer later commented he felt on this
flight as if he dragged the interceptor off
the ground. But Forger was off the
ground.
“Eclipse airborne,” called Forger.
He heard a familiar squawk. The Air
Force came back on the radio. Down

Eclipse project
QF-106 and
C-141A climb out
under tow on first
tethered flight, 20
December 1997.
(NASA photo
EC97 44357-13
by Tom Tschida)

Stucky interviews; report of Chief Engineer Al Bowers on Eclipse Flight 5 (1st towed flight), 20 December 1998 in
Eclipse Flight Report (see document 6).
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below cheers erupted in the packed
control room as if a team had scored in a
sports event. Forger realized he flew near
the bottom of the planned low-tow area,
and he climbed a few degrees. The good
news was this: as he rolled out behind the
C-141A and circled the eastern shore of
the dry lakebed, he tracked very nicely,
almost without pilot input. He continued
the tests, step by step edging the F-106 to
different areas beneath the tow airplane.
Control was excellent.
This first tethered flight was a triumph.
And at 10,000 feet as Forger was pulled
by the Starlifter into a 40-degree roll,
Mark Collard and Al Bowers stared in
amusement at the video monitor in the
control room, its image transmitted from
the chase airplane. The engineers saw
Forger seem to rise up from his seat.84
“He’s not going to do what I think he’s
going to do, is he?” asked Bowers.85

you-so. He sums up the first flight tests.
“The only surprise was that there were no
surprises,” he says.87
***

But he was. He really was.
Forger raised both hands free of the
aircraft’s controls. The F-106 flew a
smooth course.
“Forger,” advised Collard over the radio,
“if you are going to do this, move your
hands so the camera can see.” And the
pilot clenched his fingers and waved his
fists. To anyone who had labored through
all the doubts, the briefings, the reviews,
it was clear this moment was not showboating. It was validation.86
Mike Kelly remembers, too, and recounts
the story now without any note of I-told-

But Kelly was forgetting about one
incident that no one had foreseen. As
Forger was flying behind the C-141 on
the first flight, abruptly the rope released
at his end. The whole 225 pounds of
Vectran and metal for a few moments
became a violence in the sky. The participants were unprepared for what they
saw–a vast flailing–and on the second
whipping, the metal knuckle snapped free
and rocketed off into the blue.

Tow rope after
being whipped
around by the
knuckle assembly
on the first
tethered flight.
(NASA photo
EC97 44357-23
by Carla Thomas)

Recovery of the knuckle remained a great
hope for several days, and it became an
extracurricular project. The pilot and

As Stucky commented on the first draft of this monograph, “I didn’t really stand up. I was, after all, strapped into an
ejection seat. I simply twisted in my seat towards the chase video aircraft, raising my hands up over my head, and waved
them when they asked to see some motion.”
84
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Albion Bowers, interview by author, 25 June 1999.
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Interview with Collard.
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Kelly interview; cf. the documents on Eclipse Flight 5 in Eclipse Flight Report (see documents 3-7).
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engineers launched a search mission.
Using GPS data from the test flight,
Forger flew over the area in a small
airplane while below him rumbled
several of the Eclipse people in their offroad vehicles, tracing grid-patterns across
the desert wastelands. The task proved
difficult. “If you look out there, it seems
nice and flat, but when you drive in, it’s
little ravines and creek washes,” said
crewman Randy Button, who joined the
pursuit. 88 “It’s a big desert,” smiled
Kelly Latimer, nodding with irony. 89
But optimism prevailed for a time.
Even a week later, a team member
made one last Saturday sortie driving a
jeep, wielding a GPS and metaldetector. They never found the knuckle,
however.
The knuckle had been, of course, a flying
weapon. According to Bowers who has a
genius for predictive numbers, the
knuckle might have been sailing at 300
miles per hour and possibly have buried
itself in the sand ten feet deep. When he
filed the pilot’s report, Forger made 19
recommendations. Number 12 read:
“Recommend future operations immediately occur in the Precision Impact Range
Area (PIRA) airspace over uninhabited
areas.”90
Post-flight inspection revealed nothing
wrong with the F-106 hardware, and
post-flight data analysis showed no
sudden stress on the tow line. The Dryden
engineers could tell you of past test
flights where something went awry.
Reports would be filed that something did
not “function.” But sometimes it has been
88

Randy Button, interview by author, 25 June 1999.
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Kelly Latimer, interview by author, 6 July 1999.
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the pilot who has not functioned as
intended.
In an afternoon meeting, Forger spoke
up. He offered the opinion that he had
inadvertently released the rope. The
engineers had situated the pneumatic
release button on the pilot’s control stick.
When Forger had his hand on the stick,
his index finger rested a hairline from
this button. He must have touched the
button. His honesty here became part of
the Eclipse story. If he had remained
silent, everyone on the project halfguessing the release scenario, it would in
some way have fed the worry that it
could happen again. Immediately the
engineers offered to move the button
elsewhere–perhaps its placement had not
been a great idea. Forger said they did
not need to lose the time on installation.
Daryl Townsend remembered how the
pilot’s eyes grew narrow. “It won’t
happen again,” he said.91
And it did not.
When the Starlifter towed the F-106, the
Air Force pilots could barely tell they
had a tow load. It was a subtle difference.
In flight, they could not see the F-106,
nor did they have video display. When
Forger released the rope, the Air Force
pilots felt a gentle surging forward,
nothing else. On the second test flight,
Farmer claimed to hear a low noise that
he thought was transmitted through the
rope, a low-frequency rumbling that
disappeared after the rope release.
“Sure,” grinned co-pilot Latimer, intoning her disbelief.92

Pilot’s Flight Test Report, First Tethered Flight in Eclipse Flight Report (see document 4).
Townsend interview.

In editorial comments, Stucky wrote, “The quivering/shimmering the canvas sleeve caused to the towrope was, I feel,
the source of the rumbling in the rope that was transmitted to the C-141 and [that] Farmer could feel.” See below for
discussion of the canvas sleeve.
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But Latimer and Farmer felt some twinge
of regret hearing the Air Force crew in
back at the tow connection, shouting in
astonishment, “You should see this! This
is the coolest!” It was the rope they saw. It
was moving in wild, beautiful oscillations
nobody had predicted. Sergeant Dana
Brink, the scanner, recalls, “Once the rope
disconnected, it was like when you take
and whip a garden hose, at first the curve
gets bigger and slower at the same time.”
Brink and Drucker both viewed the
writhings at close hand, and at a flight
debriefing when Eclipse engineers said
wistfully they wished they had a better
look at the rope (its thin stripe difficult to
see by eye or chase video against the
glaring desert sky), Brink admitted he had
unauthorized photography.93 According
to several project members, the
sergeant’s pictures were the most
stunning images recorded during the
experiments.
93

***
In January, when the Eclipse team had
returned to flight research, the drop-dead
date still loomed ahead for the C-141A,
and for practical purposes, the group
could not work past 6 February 1998.
On 21 January, the airplanes ascended for
their second tethered flight.
The engineers had anticipated a flight
envelope of easy operation, one that
proved easier in real flight than the sims
predicted, so easy that the rope, which in
fact bowed, might as well have been
straight in certain low-tow configurations.
But Forger had parameters to explore in
these tests. There were places Forger tried
to fly where the F-106 “turned into a
bucking bronco,” and he brought it back.
At another point in high tow, he spiked
his control stick (an abrupt control input
to see if the airplane would return to

Dana Brink, interview by author, 1 July 1999.
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View of the
F-106 and the
tow rope from the
C-141A. (NASA
photo EC98
44393-52 by
Carla Thomas)

Side view of the
C-141A towing
the F-106.
(NASA photo
EC98 44415-19
by Jim Ross)

stability or oscillate). Suddenly, everything changed. The idyllic curve of the
rope was turned “to an unnerving and
chaotic spaghetti-like appearance.”94 It
was, he said, a place he did not want to
be, but it was part of the test. He immediately pushed over and descended to the
safety of the low-tow position.

hookup on the runway. The canvas was too
big, and on the first flight, it began tearing
apart in the air.

During ground tests, the team had anticipated that 50 feet of nylon attachment at
the C-141A end of the rope might create a
problem. The engineers had moved this
segment to the middle of the Vectran tow
line to damp the oscillations. They had
covered this 50-foot damping section with
a canvas shroud to protect the nylon during

On the second flight, the crew taped the
canvas down tightly, but during the
experiment it was “shimmering” and
interfering as an aerodynamic factor in
the tests. Finally, from the third flight on,
the engineers decided to do away with the
nylon in the middle–Vectran could
handle the damping.96
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Mark Stucky, interview by author, 22 July 1999.
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Ibid.

“At first,” recalls Forger, “I could see it
just quivering.” Then objects flung past
him. “I could see what came off,” he says,
“I could see it fly.”95

See Pilot’s Flight Test Reports, EXD-01 Flight 5—First Tethered Flight; Flight 6—Second Tethered Flight, 21 January
1998; Flight 7—Third Tethered Flight, 23 January 1998, all from Eclipse Flight Report (documents 4, 8, and 15).
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As Murray had guessed, there was a
dynamic in the tow line. Whenever Forger
made large control inputs to the F-106,
the Air Force pilots could feel the effects
through the rope. But Murray wanted to
know more about the loads on the rope.
All of the measurements were being made
from Forger’s end of the rope. The
technicians now raced for a new measurement procedure involving a load cell
signal taken at the C-141A end, which
would be recorded on a modified laptop
computer and monitored by a technician
seated in the rear of the transport. They began
gathering this data on the fifth flight.97
No one had yet put a mathematical model
on the real ferocity of the rope.
***
Strong Pacific storms came blowing toward
the desert on Thursday. The last Eclipse test
had been approved for Friday, 6 February. It
was a crucial test–to date, all the flights had
ascended no higher than 10,000 feet, but if
you listened to engineering anecdote,
interesting things could start happening on
tow at 25,000 feet. Kelly’s concept included
towing at these altitudes. The team needed
to do this experiment.
Winter is always the worst season at
Edwards, the pilots say. And this was the
El Niño year. When the engineers,
managers, and pilots looked up at the TV

weather report that Thursday, they saw
graphics of a vast cloud cover arriving.
The Air Force forecast was rain starting at
dawn on Friday, low visibility, and winds
gusting to 30 knots. Test flights simply
were not done in these conditions. The
Eclipse team was limited to winds of less
than 15 knots for takeoff, 10 knots for a
tailwind.98

Tow rope after
second tethered
flight. (NASA
photo EC98
44390-24 by
Carla Thomas)

Casey Donohue, the young Dryden
meteorologist, recalls, “The El Niño front
actually was going northwest to southeast.” He explains that it seemed to him
the lower end of the storm crossing
California would tend to snag on the
mountains.99

The numbering of the flights is somewhat confusing because Forger had flown the F-106 alone (without the C-141) in
the Eclipse (EXD-01) configuration four times in October and early November 1997 to calibrate air data and validate
simulations (see document 1). Then the taxi test on 13 December counted as an Eclipse mission, making the first
tethered flight on 20 December the 5th flight in the EXD-01 configuration. Thus the 5th tethered flight mentioned above
in the narrative was actually the 9th EXD-01 flight. It took place on 5 February 1998, with the last flight (#6) the
following day. On the load cell, see Project Manager’s Comments, Fifth Tethered/Release Flight, 5 February 1998
(document 30), Bill Lokos’ Structures Report (document 36), and Jim Murray’s Flight Mechanics Report for the same
flight (see document 35), all in Eclipse Flight Report. Dryden’s Mark Nunelee prepared the load cell and Allen Parker
expeditiously set up the laptop computer.
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Taking off with a tailwind is generally unacceptable. However, the Eclipse team established a tailwind limit because it
was safer to take off to the East (toward the lakebed for possible emergency landings) and prevailing winds at Edwards
AFB are from the West. Comments of Carol Reukauf on a draft of this study.
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Casey Donohue, interview by author, 12 July 1999. See also Casey’s Weather Summary for Eclipse EXD-01 Flight
10, 6 February 1998 in Eclipse Flight Report (document 49).
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The Eclipse team met Thursday at 3 p.m.
It was grim. After Saturday, the Starlifter
was gone. All of the weather forecast
services had agreed on the Friday forecast.
At the meeting, Donohue took a deep
breath. Then he said, “There’s going to
be a window.”
After deliberation, the team decided
not to scrap the flight; they would get
in their cars and drive out very early
tomorrow; they would see. But was
Donohue right? Forger had a personal
contact with the Air Force weather
service. He decided to get some up-tothe-second forecasting. He made the
phone call. 100
Bowers remembers the event–while he
and Forger waited for the answer, over
the phone they could hear the Air Force
forecasters laughing. The answer came,
but Forger hesitantly interrupted.
“We hear,” he said, “there’s going to be a
little break tomorrow morning.”
“Yeah, there’s going to be a break out
near Hawaii.”
That night, Bowers did not sleep well. He
typically does not when the excitement of
the test looms, when he knows he will
rise early. The clouds had already appeared the evening before. He recalled, “I
got up at 2:30 next morning and went
outside and looked up and there were stars
and I knew we were gonna fly.”101
In a world of metal and instrumentation,
the Dryden people seem to take precision
for granted, but weather is something
else. When Bowers told about Donohue’s
prediction, he leaned forward in his chair.
“He hit it exactly,” says Bowers, gleaming in admiration.
100
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Albion Bowers, interview by author, 17 July 1999.
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The next morning the Eclipse aircraft
took off on Runway 22. It was not perfect
weather. There was broken cloud cover.
The self-effacing Donohue will try to tell
you that his forecast of winds switching
to the south proved incorrect; hence, they
should have used another runway, as they
had on all previous flights. The final
reports list winds at 11 and 12 knots,
higher than the tailwind limit of 10 knots.
But because they were not direct
tailwinds, they were within limits.
Consequently, the C-141A pulled the
F-106 up into the air.
It was an adventure. Typically test
flights are not supposed to occur when
visibility is under three miles. “You
want to see the ground, everything,”
explained an Air Force aviator. That
Friday, the possibility of maintaining
VMC (visual meteorological conditions) did not look good. Gordon
Fullerton, called Gordo by many of his
associates, was chase pilot. Early on in
the project, he had been skeptical about
safety issues, but now he volunteered
“to go up and take a look around.” He
came back with the message that he
thought the flight should be a go.
The airplanes took off and began to
climb. Farmer remembers the view from
the cockpit of the Starlifter. He looked up
and saw what seemed nearly unbroken
dark clouds. He followed Fullerton, who
was leading the way in the chase airplane
to holes in the cloud cover.
“You know this sounds corny,” Farmer
explained–seeming embarrassed as if
he might hear from the Air Force
joshers for these remarks. But he did
not stop. “I’ve never seen such a thing
before or since. It was like magic that
day, the way holes opened up in the
clouds and Gordo flew through, and I
followed tugging the F-106 along

behind. We were flying through the sky
looking for holes in the clouds.”102
They ascended to 25,000 feet. Forger
performed his maneuvers. The rope
contributed some instabilities, but the
F-106 was flyable. He elected to remain on
tow for part of the descent, to gather more
data, which he did with speedbrakes
deployed so that their drag would maintain
rope tension and keep the airplane stable.
He had been releasing recently from tow
by breaking the frangible link. This time at
9,000 feet, he simply released the rope.
They would not need the knuckle again.
The long line snaked, and on its first whip,
cast the knuckle into the desert. When
Forger landed, he was still taxiing on the
runway as the first rain began to pepper the
concrete. Strong gusts began tossing wind
socks. The El Niño storm had arrived.103
Mike Kelly watched from the flight
control room. “This was quite a triumph,”
he said. “Here was this project everyone
thought was unsafe in the beginning–no
one should fly this–and now despite
adverse weather conditions, people had
all this confidence in towing technology.”104 Cheers broke out across the
control room. People clapped and applauded for the many heroes on the team.
And Bob Keltner threaded his way across
the noisy room to shake the hand of the
meteorologist.
* * *
Afterwards, the emphatic triumph of the
tow demonstrations made aviation
102

news.105 The stills and videos taken from
the NASA Dryden chase airplanes
brilliantly documented what had been
achieved.
The Eclipse project won the Team Project
of the Year Award for 1998 at NASA
Dryden. NASA Administrator Dan
Goldin sent a note of personal thanks to
Dryden Center Director Ken Szalai.106
Many of the members of the team will
tell you in retrospect that Eclipse was the
most rewarding and exciting project they
have ever worked on. In their offices,
their scraps of rope hung as trophies
proudly display this sentiment. “It came,
we did it, it went away,” said Jim Murray
with a real sense of accomplishment.107
“I came away with the memory,” said one
Air Force team member, “that if you keep
plugging ahead, everything will work
out.” Several other team members
echoed this sense of significant lessons
learned. As this history was written, Jim
Murray had been assigned to apply his
brilliance to designing an airplane
intended to fly on Mars in 2003. Al
Bowers moved on to become chief
engineer on the revolutionary Blended
Wing Body Project.
With this success behind them, Mike
Kelly and his staff moved on with their
agenda. They had unfinished business.
The Eclipse was merely one step on the
path.For awhile, KST tried to talk the Air
Force into letting it have several F-106s.
Kelly had an idea for installing a rocket
on the F-106. It would be a sub-scale

Farmer interview.

Pilot’s Flight Test Report, EXD-01 Flight 10—6th (Final) Tethered Flight, 6 February 1998, in Eclipse Flight Report
(see document 43).
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See, e.g., Bruce A. Smith, “Tow Concept Tested,” Aviation Week & Space Technology (9 February 1998): 93.
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Note, Dan Goldin to Ken Szalai, 2 April 1998 (see document 54).
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aircraft. He stared
back over his
shoulder at the
image and then did
not say a word but
climbed in the jeep
and drove away.109

The F-106 taking
off for its flight
to DavisMonthan Air
Force Base,
Arizona, after the
Eclipse project
ended. (NASA
photo EC98
44534-02 by
Tony Landis)

version of the dream, but they would
actually use the airplane as a commercial-satellite launch vehicle. The Air
Force refused. At the time this history
was written, at its website KST was
advertising for people to pay KST
$90,000 now in order to be on the list for
tourist launches KST had planned for the
year 2001.108
One final and strange event happened
with the C-141A. Pilot Stu Farmer tells
the story. He had flown the Starlifter on
its sad journey down to the air museum
at Dover, Delaware. When the museum
staff brought the C-141A to its final
resting place, they parked it in front of an
F-106. Farmer glanced a moment at the
field attendant who seemed unaware of
the significance (perhaps the irony) of
the accidental juxtaposition of the two

This unexpected
meeting of the
C-141A with
another F-106
perhaps symbolized the unknown
outcome of the
Eclipse project.
Would it lead to a
new way to launch
spacecraft? As
these lines were
being written, the
answer was not
clear. The project left its participants
with a sense of accomplishment. The
data generated might find multiple
applications in the world of aeronautics
and space. But the puzzles and urgency
remained.110
In the end, the issue with the tests was
neither the F-106—its aerodynamics
were known—nor the C-141A, whose
aerodynamics were also known. In the
end, the rope was the crux of the matter.
Mike Kelly was clear about that. He
shared what flew through Forger’s head
in the decisive moment on take-off, the
advice from the old-timers on the base,
an admonition, a remark that was both
jest and truth.
Follow the rope.
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The URL for the website was http://www.kellyspace.com/
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This paragraph is heavily indebted to J.D. Hunley, chief historian at NASA Dryden.
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